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Course Description

This course is designed as a source of inspiration to get people interested and involved in 
the rapidly growing field of Food Design, understood as an emerging trans-discipline 
concerned with any action which can improve our relationship with food in a variety of 
ways and instances. These actions can focus on the design of the edible product itself or 
its context, including food objects, materials, environments, experiences, spaces, process, 
systems and practices.
 
The course is structured on a hybrid "design studio / seminar” format adapted to integrate 
non-design students in a transdisciplinary learning platform. The class experience is 
meant to empower students with the impact that design can have on concrete situations 
they encounter on a daily basis with regards to food and our relationship to it. The course 
is based on the development of individual design projects, with the possibility of hands on 
activities, depending on the theme or nature chosen by each student. The scope of each 
project is kept close to familiar and immediate issues that students can identify with, 
related to their surrounding environment, thus engaging them with food design issues 
through a learning process based on firsthand experience. Research, prototyping and 
fieldwork are an essential part of the project development. Bibliography is used to further 
class discussion and provide points of reference, but since this is an emerging discipline 
with little critical mass, it is kept to a minimum. Photography is also used as a tool for 
observation, as is a sketch notepad.
		
		
	



Course Outline
Class 1 
•  Overview of course structure, dynamics, contents and expectations. 
•  Presentation of "Food Design Atlas" as an emerging transdiscipline, seen as a journey through the foodscape 

from different user and stakeholder perspectives.
•  Case study of innovation related to food product or practice.
•  Discussions of Food Maps
 
Class 2 
•  Presentations and discussions of Food Maps (zooms on each of 5 instances presented in Global Map)
•  Opportunities and parameters for your Food Design Project (FDP)
•  An apple as self-portrait. (in class hands on exercise; expression + bonding)
 
Class 3 
•  Food hacking presentations (hands on examples of what each person created)
•  Presentation and discussion of FDP work in progress per group and socialized with class 
•  Presentation and discussion of Map work in progress per group and socialized with class
 
Class 4 
•  Presentation and discussion of FDP work in progress individually and collectively
•  Presentation and discussion of Map work in progress per group and socialized with class
•  Next steps and guidelines for final presentations 
 
Class 5  
•  Final presentations and discussion of Food Maps and Food Design Projects (with invited guests)
•  Food Souvenirs as identity (hands on proposals of prototypes for Terra Madre) 
•  Understanding Food Design and our relationship to food: personal changes and career paths
•  Discussion of class experience, conclusions and closing remarks.

		
		

	



	
 

food design  
 

includes any action which improves our relationship  
with food in diverse instances, ways and scales,  

both individually and collectively. 
 
 

These actions can refer to the actual food product  
or material itself, as well as its context, experience,  

processes, technology, environment, territory and systems. 
 	
	

This definition frames a perspective and  
attitude, motivating critical and propositive thinking  

and implies ethical values!
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Schema of Food Universefood instances
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This map was taken as a point of reference for students to do their own 
versions, each group zooming in on one of the 5 instances outlined.
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                           Gomes Chagas, J., Liang, P., Maréchal, T., Martinhago Aguiar, M., Ramaswamy, R./Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG

1- (WILD) FOOD SOURCES



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

1- FOOD SOURCES

Dorn, C., Eigenmann, M., Garofalo Meister, F., Nelson, L., Pérez, A., Prelorentzos, C. / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG

The map communicates how “clean” (in reference to Slow Food) 
different food sources are in order to support a decider in making better 
food choices through comparison.
It can be used as a prototype for other categories, e.g. „good“ and 
„fair“. 



2- PROCESS
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                                              Flantua, E. Posakrisna, R. Rahim, E. Smith, K., Van Hootegem, A  / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

2- PROCESSING: the degree of a processed item

                         Tal, D.; Bortolussi, B.; Bouwdewijn, N.; Johnson, K. / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG

Changes	the	inner	
structure	

Makes	the	product	
edible	

Changes	the	physical	
structure	



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

		

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

3- DISTRIBUTION AND COMMERCE OF FOOD
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																								Harttung G., Li H., Marcaletti S., Monperousse N., Perlino P., Piticchio JP. / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG



3- SELLING - DISTRIBUTION RELATIONSHIPS
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Covello C, Dawson J, De Giosa E, Söhler V, Wigman F / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

4- AQUIRING FOOD
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                                    Bieber, L., Morales, S., Vorolieff, A., Marinelli, P., Mönnich, M./ Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG



4- BUYING
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                J. Gyllander, H. Marino, S. Moroni, R. Moura, J. Shteyntsayg / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

5- EATING MAP– THE FULL EXPERIENCE
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Barbara Ross, Francesca Ghio, Matilde Garzotti, Michal Vaya, Stefano Nervi / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

5- EATING: THE APPROPRIATION OF FOOD
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Dosch M., El Baz S., Jaakke C., Katsube S., Tsadik R., Ziv M./ Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG



FOOD FOR  ALL – an inclusive Food culture
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CONTEXT		

Someone in Canada cannot, for moral reasons relating to production methods, eat meat. In France, 
another has a genetic disease that requires the absence of gluten in their diet. Meanwhile dairy is off 
the table for a Japanese. All across the world people’s food is restricted by allergies, intolerances, 
diseases, or personal choices. Why is it that eating for one’s health, or with regard to environmental 
health, is not the norm? These “Alternative Food Diets” are now commonplace but are frequently 
received with hostility by standard food cultures. That aggression will not make the reality of this 
growing sect of people change, just made less comfortable. To date, their alternative is processed 
substitution- products that are not natural and ignore the inherent abundance of nature. Instead of 
being exclusive food should be inclusive. The creation of a separate food culture, designed with an 
AFD in mind, could appeal to all. 

PROPOSAL
As a result of a worldwide discernible development of food diets based on limitations on what 
individuals can and want to eat, the need for a new cuisine is no longer deniable. There is a common 
denominator that allows people, regardless of their dietary needs, to indulge in a shared meal. We 
believe in the mantra that “Creativity comes through Restriction.” Our restrictions have allowed us to 
look more fully at the type of food and eating our world can offer and to throw out the stigmatism and 
embrace a Food For All. 
 
Our movement begins with two guiding principles-that all food is accessible, with minimum substitution, 
for those with restrictive diets and that all food is Good, Clean, and Fair. If we are to build a Food 
Culture that is inclusive we must do our best to be sure that it is designed as such. That is not possible 
using industrial agriculture, as we would exclude those with moral restrictions. We are compelled then 
to adopt the moralism of the Slow Food slogan into our design principles. People experience a cookery 
they feel respected by. It ensures that all processes and methods are socially, economically, and 
environmentally sound. 
 
Food For All must be possible for people everywhere in the world. As such, the wealth of potential in 
Plants is our “key to cooking.” Our diet is composed mostly of eating plants in their vegetable form, 
which offers so much variety in texture, flavour, and seasonality as a bonus to health. Vitamin rich fruits 
provide us with the contrast of sugar and acidity. For the extra calories, energy and comfort we need, 
we can look to cereals and tubers, of which so many, like rice, buckwheat, or sorghum, are gluten free. 
Our protein comes from deftly combining insects, legumes, pulses, and seeds with their starchy mates. 
In the cold north it is rapeseed, in tropical climates coconut, and in temperate places avocado- all are 
delicious, healthy, plant fats. Be it sharp spices, grounded herbs, or the intense glutamate savour of 
fermented koji, flavour is vivid in our Food For All. 

          Bieber, L., Morales, S., Vorolieff, A., Marinelli, P., Mönnich, M. / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG
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CONTEXT		
Today’s Anti co-producer (mainstream consumer) has a disconnect, or total lack of awareness, in what, 
where, how, and why we eat. How can we provide customers, in a ‘supermarket obesity (Petrini, 2005)’ 
society, with an opportunity for a better relationship with food, health and the environment? Our vision 
is to re-define supermarkets; in a way that aligns the disparities between the consumer groups. Create 
a co-supermarket environment that makes consumers aware of the long term consequences of our 
food choices.

PROPOSAL
How do we redefine supermarkets as a way to transform anti-co-producers into co-producers? 
First we identified key disparities between the two groups:

The following key themes (analysis of value sets) 
had the greatest disparity between the two groups;
price, taste, convenience, mindful eating, and 
moral awareness.
We then conceptualised mechanisms to align them
(reduce the gap).  
Blending a combination of day to day changes 
and provocative marketing stunts were chosen 
in order illuminate the gaps in knowledge and bring 
about awareness, with short term affect as key.

Provocative Marketing Stunts
CO2 effect: temperature unmistakeably increases/ 
decreases as a reflection of climate change based on customer food choices
Sensory Aisle: customers will be sprayed with a mist that mimics chemicals that are used in the food 
products they’re selecting
Climb for your food: you have to climb a wall to get the imported products you want
True value cost: the true value (including hypothetical costs of health care) will appear on point of 
purchase to highlight the true costs of poor food choices
Morbidity Suits: customers walk around in “fat” suits whilst doing their shopping to reflect the long term 
health consequences of poor food choices

Day-to-day Changes
- wall of taste/smell - wall of farm
- renewed shelf labelling - pick your own flowers
- fresh produce "deli“ - ready made in-house kitchen
- food-storage demonstrations - seasonal pop-up
- recipe card/box with pick-n-mix - true value board
- re-organise aisles - kids program

Flantua, E. , Posakrisna, R. , Rahim, E. Smith, K. , Van Hootegem, A./ Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG

HOW DO WE TRANSFORM ANTI-CO-PRODUCERS INTO CO-PRODUCERS?
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FOOD CHOICE CAPACITY PROJECT

CONTEXT	
We recognise that we as individuals undergo a complex set of both subconcious and conscious 
decisions when we make food choices every day of our lives on what to buy and eat. Whilst many 
consider this may be an habitual choice, there are many factors and external influences which can 
contribute to the food decision making & selection process. This can be forumulated into a guiding 
question of ”How do we make food choices?” This is a very interesting concept that we feel is worthy of 
further investigation. Food choice is how people decide which products to buy and it’s influenced by a 
number of complex factors/determinants that vary from person to person where we can assign a 
different weighting to each contributing choice factor. We are not suggesting that this weighting is good 
or bad but is a measurable and definable method of a value judgment. We are referring to this 
measruring tool as a “Food Choice profiler”. This map will define where each individual stands as a 
decision maker regarding food choices. 

PROPOSAL
We have started the initial development of a Food Choice profiler “FCP”. This profile can help in 
ascertaining the footprint of individuals to understand what inflences their food choices and how 
important/less important each individual assigns to each factor. In turn this can be used to compare and 
contrast indviduals “FCP’s” and can create discussion around opportunities to exchange information 
between groups for example family members, institutions, associations, countries. 

Fig. 1- This FCP is illustrated as a non judgemental profile. We have chosen to measure 11 factors that 
influence choice which is not exhaustive. We are assigning a value judgement on each of these 
determinants  that affect food choice where 0 is least important to 5 being most important. We are not 
suggesting these are good or bad but moreover some are influencers for e.g. marketing some are  
variable like personal taste and some have a commercial implication like food offer where seasonality 
can play a part.
Fig. 2- We have illustrated this by profiling 3 individual members of the team. They happen to be from 
different countries of origin: Italy, Israel and U.K. But it is interesting to see what value they assign to 
each of the determinants. The output for each individual is a defined footprint which illustrates where 
you stand as a food choice decision maker. In turn this can be used to compare and contrast indviduals 
FCcP’s  and can create discussion around opportunities to exchange information between groups for 
example family members, institutions, associations, countries. This FCP may be further developed into 
a software tool to compare different profiles. It would warrant a research project for analysis of 
consumer behaviour & greater understanding of the determinants of food choice given the need for 
dietary change. This could then lead to some successul interventions geared towards different groups 
of the population. 
Fig. 3- We thought it was an interesting proposal to expand this profile thinknig to review the 
determinants of Good, Clean and Fair and plot those determinants on Fig. 4 using the same 
respondents as Fig 2.

KEY TERMS:
culture – religion, lifestyle, politics, custom & tradition /income – salary, earnings/ marketing – publicity media, 
social media /health – diet, illness, intolerances & allergies/ awareness - education, knowledge convenience – 
time pressure, level of involvement/ food offering – seasonality, regionality/ personal taste – desire, needs, wants /
mood – feelings/ sense of belonging – geographical area , wanting home comforts good-quality, flavorsome & 
healthy food /clean-production that does not harm the environment/fair-accessible prices for consumers and fair 
conditions and pay for producers.

                                                                  B. Ross, F. Ghio, M. Garzotti, M. Vaya, S. Nervi / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG
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OUR SPICE TRADE – A RITUAL  
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CONTEXT 

Coming to Bra as students from different parts of the world and adapting to life in Italy we face both 
challenges and opportunities in a new community. We want to feel home here in this unfamiliar land. 
Many people migrant to new places, permanently or temporarily, with different reasons and carried on 
heritage become a global phenomenon. As temporary residents, we are among those people. How to 
adapt local culture and life meanwhile retaining our own unique heritage and cultural perspective is an 
important issue that forms a part of our new identity. In the following presentation, we developed an 
artistic performance named “our spice trail”, with spices, olive oil and bread as medium to express our 
nostalgic sentiments and curiosities toward the new land, our new home. Spices have been traded 
worldwide for centuries and they became cultural and economic symbols; olive oil, associated with 
extraction, mixing with its locality which lubricates the frictions that surrounding us and represents the 
exchange of identities; the bread, a symbol of welcoming and sharing expresses the opening of heart 
and arms that embracing the unknown with enthusiasm and passion.
	
	
	
	
	

PROPOSAL 

Food is a universal language and sharing rituals are common grounds in many different cultures. With 
that in mind we designed a performance featuring ritual practice with the central idea of sharing. Just 
like sharing familiar recipes from various parts of the word and adapting them to the ingredients found 
locally in new home, the combination of different spices in olive oil would form meaningful new 
identities.
The name of “Our Spice Trail” reflects our footsteps from native home to UNISG, Bra. Spices represent 
both our cultural backgrounds and flavours of their own. Participants are asked to bring spices that are 
significant to them, with reflection of their own identities that holding unique memories of flavours, 
places and people.
The performance will be carried out by adding various spices brought by different people into the same 
olive oil bottle. The activity of throwing spices into the oil bottle is an activity of making choice. Those 
choices are reflections of our past, present, perhaps a hopeful future.

The steps of performance:
1. A transparent bottle of olive oil is placed in the centre of the table;
2. Each participant will add spices to the olive oil bottle by their choice;
3. The olive oil and bread will be shared by people on site at the end of the performance.
	

              Gomes Chagas, J., Liang, P., Maréchal, T., Martinhago Aguiar, M., Ramaswamy, R. / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HOW DOES THE CULTURE OF WASTE AFFECT FOOD?
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CONTEXT		
	

We define waste as something that is discarded before having its potential fulfilled. Whether it’s 
money, relationships, food or anything else, the results of waste can be detrimental not only to the 
individual, but to the environment. We take for granted the notion that everyone is a co-producer. With 
the goal of creating awareness and minimizing waste and its consequences, we’ve developed a series 
of solutions to engage and entice co-producers to be more proactive in minimizing waste in their 
daily lives. On a personal level, co-producers can feel good about protecting the environment. On a 
financial level, they can reap the incentives and benefits for their contributions. On an economic level, 
reduction of waste ultimately makes the world a better place for everyone. Our goal in implementing 
these solutions on various levels is to ensure that co-producers understand that with their 
involvement, they can personally benefit from the rewards.

PROPOSAL
If you spend one hour watching tv every day or doing something else, in one year, you will have used or
wasted 15 days or 365 hours.
Smoke a pack of cigarettes? That’s about 5 euros a day or about 2,000 euros a year.
Sitting by the phone for hours waiting for him or her to call while your mother waits for you to return her
three or more phone calls?

The culture of waste can vary between wasting time, money, and relationships and we recognize that 
sometimes these things are connected to food waste. Half a kilo of food waste is produced daily, per 
capita, in the EU. Around 20% is wasted during food processing, while over 50% is wasted in 
households. Because of this, we came up with three ideas to minimize waste. One of our solutions 
includes a zero-waste food basket delivery service, containing the exact amount of ingredients for a 
specific meal—be it for one person or more. No daily purchase is needed and the recipe is included. The 
basket allows a certain flexibility according to food preferences and in this way, co-producers are 
guaranteed a fresh and healthy meal depending on what food is available. On a financial level, a tax 
incentive can be used to minimize waste. Since roughly 50% of total waste comes from households, 
families who waste an average of 1-2 kilos (about 2 medium sized trash bags) per week, see a tax 
rebate of 10% and/or a deduction in health insurance premiums. Another solution that can be 
implemented is a meal sharing dining club that allows co-producers to meet one another, while 
enjoying a meal prepared by a professional chef, at a discounted price. The idea behind this is to make 
sure that food that is not consumed will be used to create a satisfying meal. Institutions and co-delivery 
companies will receive a tax deduction for providing the venue and organizing the delivery of the unused 
food that will be featured on the menu. As a result, food waste decreases, while creating better 
relationships increases.

                     Harttung G., Li H., Marcaletti S., Monperousse N., Perlino P., Piticchio JP. / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG
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FOOD AS AGENT OF CHANGE

CONTEXT		
	
With the goal of communicating the Slow Food message without preaching, we explored alternative 
strategies to direct discourse. We developed an innovative marketing action that exceeds selling t-shirts 
and books, which we feel is necessary to shift the attention from a discussion about food to an actual 
experience in the world of food.
The issue was therefore how to make food an agent of change through which the variety of values Slow 
Food stands for can be represented.
		
		

PROPOSAL

We propose a line of playful merchandise for Slow Food, along with an accompanying advertisement 
campaign, that demonstrates some of the movement’s most important themes: preserving biodiversity, 
reducing food waste in light of food cycles, and combatting climate change. 
The issue of biodiversity is tackled through an Ark of Taste Matching Card Game where uncommonly 
known varieties of vegetables, animals, and fruits are to be paired.
The issue of climate change is addressed through a domino game. Here each domino represents one 
cause or effect related to climate change and their interrelations as well as their potential broader 
rebound-effect.
Finally, the issue of food waste is approached through the Food Cycle Kit, which demonstrates how to 
take advantage of the complete life cycle of a food (e.g. an apple). The kit is composed of a fruit or 
vegetable in its raw, processed, and scrapped states (e.g. marmalade, apple sauce, dried slices, 
seeds, apple skin tea, etc.). While this kit demonstrates the food life cycle of a plant, this can also be 
done with animals to encourage nose to tail consumption.
Our corresponding advertisement campaign uses a set of posters with provocative messages to create 
curiosity and prompt questions, ultimately presenting our merchandise as a potential answer to the 
questions with another set of posters several weeks later.

Dorn, C., Eigenmann, M., Garofalo Meister, F., Nelson, L., Pérez, A., Prelorentzos, C. / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG
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RITROVO 
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CONTEXT 

How can we create an interactive experience where students feel connected to their campus cafeteria 
environment?
 
At UNISG, we noticed that there isn’t a dedicated space for students to eat their home-brought lunch. In 
discussing this issue, we realized that there are similarities in our negative past school cafeteria 
experiences. 

We agreed that most university cafeterias are bland, homogeneous, impersonal spaces with rigid seating 
designs and harsh, artificial lighting. The food is repetitive, of poor quality and low preparation value, and 
often served from behind a counter, separating server and student, and as such, we feel they are spaces 
without conscious design. 

This type of space trivializes the eating experience and doesn’t foster mindful eating, or a sense of 
community within the school. Based on of the aforementioned issues, we felt it was necessary to 
reimagine the idea of cafeteria as one that would encourage interactivity and willingness to spend time in 
this environment. 


PROPOSAL

We are proposing an new type of on-campus eating experience that is centered around the principle of 
transparency in all aspects: supply chain (including producers and food delivery), surplus management, 
cost analysis, and interior design. Our intention is to create better awareness of the inner workings of the 
cafeteria, at all levels. This awareness will create a symbiotic relationship between students and 
producers helping both networks evolve and grow. As our idea of the cafeteria evolves so does our 
concept of the staff. There will be a Creative Director who will be in charge of design and innovation. This 
person will be empowered to use original ideas to solve common issues with surplus, sourcing and 
aesthetic. The Creative Director will have the autonomy to select their own team to create a working 
community of people all invested in the goal of rethinking the modern cafeteria experience. 
As a means of fostering this collaboration, students will be given the option to participate in the cafeteria 
as a way to inciting more transparency and connection. This can be as simple as volunteering to help 
clean up, or as involved as partnering with the cafeteria staff to use innovative design to solve ongoing 
problems. 

A key factor in creating an open environment that fosters community is the design of the physical space. 
In the current model, cafeterias are typically unappealing, with inflexible design created without thought 
for the student body’s well-being, including their need to recharge between class hours. Our ideal 
reimagined space would have a warm, inviting ambience that doesn’t restrict where the student or staff is 
required to consume food. Mixed-use seating, natural light, plants and a visible kitchen would be used to 
create a more pleasurable, communal environment, which allows for more connectedness. 
In revolutionizing the vision of a cafeteria, we felt it fitting to transform and reimagine the term “cafeteria” 
itself. Our new name “Ritrovo”, means “meeting space”, but also evokes the notion of “finding something 
lost or forgotten”, along the idea of finding connectedness – through people and food; we want to create 
a holistic environment that represents much more than just food consumption. Our end goal is to build 
trust within the campus community between all acting parties, all working to co- produce a positive 
environment where sustainability, transparency, and intentional design are key to its survival. 

Covello.C, Dawson.J, De Giosa.E, Soehler.V, Wigman.F / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG



Finding Foodtopia: Improved Eating Experiance   
CONTEXT 
Many restaurants around the world tend to offer a very limited and uniform children’s menu that is 
disconnected from the overall cuisine and atmosphere of the restaurant. The menus often lack variety, 
healthy options, and diversity from dishes that they usually eat at home, thus taking away from the 
element of excitement associated with dining out. For example, the children’s menu in a Mexican 
restaurant in the United States as well as a French restaurant in Israel might be identical, offering the 
same few dishes of hamburgers, pizza, pasta, and chicken nuggets. These options are not at all related 
to the other offerings of the restaurant and create a disconnect between the children’s and adults’ 
dining experiences. When limited by these structures, children are usually not introduced to new food 
items and flavors and the meal does not promote an interactive, full sensory, educational experience. 
Taking into account all of these problematic characteristics, we found ourselves asking the question, 
how can we create a better eating experience for children and families?
	
	

PROPOSAL
We would like to propose creating a new dining hall space,  Foodtopia, that focuses on an interactive 
and unique dining experience for families with the hope that it can serve as an inspiration for 
restaurants, other eateries, and families at home that would like to adopt and replicate various aspects 
and elements of the experience in order to improve their relationships with food and overall dining 
experiences. 
Foodtopia is a sort of restaurant meets museum, where the focus is on the meal and the dining 
experience, but there are many other optional interactive activities geared towards inspiring, involving, 
and educating children in the entire process from seed to seat to soil.
•  The eatery provides a unique dining experience focusing on local, seasonal produce prepared in the 

manner of the typical cuisine of particular region of the world, which rotates from week to week.
•  In order to highlight these different cuisines, Foodtopia partners with visiting cooks from those 

cultures in order to provide traditional dishes and recipes. In a spirit of authenticity, the presentation 
of the food as well as the aesthetics and utensils will reflect that of the culture from which the food 
comes.

•  Each day’s offerings will include several different dishes served family style to promote a communal 
dining experience. Guests will sit around round tables (which can adjust to the right size to 
accommodate your group) on adjustable height chairs so that children and adults alike can access 
the table. 

•  The receipt will itemize the cost of the meal and experience into new categories (the cost of the raw 
ingredients, transportation, labor for food processing and preparation, energy required) to reflect the 
true cost the full experience as well as instill in guests an understanding of and appreciation for the 
true cost of quality food.

•  Beyond the dining hall, Foodtopia provides several optional interactive experiences:
o  A garden space where children can see images of plants at all the various stages next 

to the actual plants, help with seedings and plantings, harvest crops that are ready, 
and compost their food scraps at the end of the meal.

o  . A hands-on kitchen space.
o  A tasting room where children can taste different food items provided in a variety of 

ways. 
 

Dosch M., El Baz S., Jaakke C., Katsube S., Tsadik R., Ziv M. / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG



FOOD WEEK FESTIVAL

                  J. Gyllander, H. Marino, S. Moroni, R. Moura, J. Shteyntsayg / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG

CONTEXT		
The disconnect between Elementary Schools and food, from its origins to its place in the cafeteria, has 
become a growing issue that parallels the lack of transparency of the food system in general. Many 
children are growing up without knowing that their potato chips came from an actual potato, what the 
implications are for choosing certain foods we consume, or being given the encouragement to imagine 
a more healthy, exciting way to eat. This disconnect is not contained within the boundaries of school, 
but permeates student’s home life, community, and entire food universe. Its far-reaching effects include 
unhealthy habits, loss of cultural traditions, environmental degradation and unfair labor costs. 
Recognizing the implications of this problem leads to the question of how we can make Elementary 
School students more connected to food. To combat this growing issue, we propose a disruption to the 
normalcy of most school’s approach to food: Food Week Festival.

PROPOSAL
Food Week Festival, or  La Settimana del Cibo  aims to connect schools around the world and get 
students excited, exposed and sensitized about the food universe and their place within it. This yearly, 
weeklong concept is meant to spark a greater change within schools, and in turn the global food 
system. Creating a space that allows children to engage their curiosities, feel connected, and gain a 
sense of empowerment around food will be the first step in changing the way schools regard and 
incorporate food learning. As school is an integral part of a community and shapes it’s contributing 
members, a revitalized attitude towards food will transcend the classroom and influence the way food is 
perceived within these communities.
 
This condensed, idealized version of how schools should merge education and food is meant to be 
adaptable to any school and be easy to implement, making it accessible to schools of all socio-
economic statuses and geographic locations. Each day will contain an aspect of academic learning, 
exposure to taste, cooking and engagement with the community. A set of guidelines will direct schools 
on possible activities for a range of ages around the themes of: Origins, From Farm to Market, Cooking: 
Rethinking Your Food, Food Waste, and a final Food Celebration. The final day is a way for students to 
showcase what they experienced throughout the week and engage with the community by sharing a 
meal together. The collaboration of the students and community as a whole will reinforce the shared 
responsibility and pleasure that comes with food and eating. This meal also offers an opportunity to 
exchange ideas for the school’s “next steps” in regard to a bigger school change that they can 
implement. The final goal of Food Week Festival is to transcend Food Week Festival. Students should 
feel inspired create a legacy in the form of a concrete action plan that will make their school more 
connected to food.



TRUST MARKET: a curated market experience

space for images

CONTEXT		
Anyone who goes shopping at the supermarket after an emotionally exhausting long day at work or an 
exam-filled day of class knows the stress of not knowing what to purchase.  Overwhelmed by the 
emotions of the day and standing in front of the huge variety of products, a person is faced with the 
question: “What will I buy? What do I need to buy? What do I want to buy? This tomato? Those onions? 
Oil? Which one? Sunflower? Olive? Avocado? Coconut?” There are so many decisions to make. IT’S 
SO STRESSFUL! And suddenly - “Excuse me, can you move a little? I need to reach the pasta,” but 
also, “Do you need help finding an item?” After much deliberation, you are finally ready to pay, but then, 
which cashier should you choose? And of course, you ALWAYS choose the slowest cashier, plus the 
lady in front of you can’t find her coupons. When you are finally ready to leave, you are so tired from the 
stress of making decisions that you promise to never come again to the supermarket.  You think to 
yourself: “Why am I so stressed? Why is the supermarket such a stressful place?” 

How can making food choices be less stressful?

PROPOSAL
People often walk into a supermarket with the worries of the day, and then get overwhelmed by the 
number of decisions that need to be made, which ultimately adds to the stress in making a food 
decision.  This proposal recreates the supermarket into a curated experience.  Customers will enter into 
the lobby of TMarket, known as the TTable, which encourages customers to stop, disconnect from their 
devices, and just breathe.  They are able to trust that their child will be entertained for the duration of 
the time spent shopping once the child has be checked into TKids.  Customers will spend a few 
moments connecting with their mind and thinking about which foods actually need to be purchased that 
day. Customers will then meet with their personal Culinary Coach and determine a shopping plan 
based on recorded prior shopping history, as well as present needs.  Customer can choose to shop 
with their coach or alone.  The TTable and Culinary Coach exist to encourage the customer to trust 
herself to better understand both wants and needs for that particular day.  
 
TMarket will be designed to efficiently regulate flow of customers.  The market will invite natural light, 
soothing background music, and easy to understand signage and labeling.  More space would exist 
between sections of the market, so as to allow the customer a chance to reconnect with self between 
sections.  TMarket will highlight seasonal Slow Food products and provide varieties of those items.  
TMarket will decrease number of product brands available to lessen the worry of choice between same 
products and different brands.  Producer Experts are available to provide advice and create trust 
between customer and producer.  Customers are able to leave the store when their shopping is 
complete without waiting in a cashier line.  The customer’s charge card keeps track of all items added 
to the customer’s sustainable bag and deducts the cost of products, but also remembers items 
purchased for future market visits.  The customer is able to leave the store with confidence knowing the 
store trusts them.
 
We propose the creation of a curated market experience that makes the environment less stressful, so 
that the actual food decision is easier.  The focus should always be on the food, not the distracting 
environment.  TMarket helps the customer focus on what they really want by creating a more positive 
shopping experience.  
 
Tal, D.; Bortolussi, B.; Bouwdewijn, N.; Johnson, K. / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG
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A Recreation of the Palate Self

CONTEXT 
Who I am, and effectively my palate, began its formation at the beginning of my conception with a 
predisposition of genetic material. This shaping continued into infancy with the consumption of my 
mother’s intake and (as seen in Fig 1) a series of events and circumstances have continued building over 
the years to who my tongue is today. Essentially at free will to make palatable decisions, but many 
components of who I am are so deeply ingrained into my lingual papillae that exceed the simplicity of 
personal decision making. I crave a change for the betterment of my taste buds and health; with these 
multiple, unbreakable developmental factors I must face a decision as to how I shall proceed and achieve 
something that is good for me. I emphasize that the focus of this project is for me, because I am in no 
authoritative position to make claims as to what is good and bad in this incredibly complex world without 
my own impositions and judgmental biases. Yet subjective approach requires boundaries. So, I suggest a 
track that brings me on a journey of focusing on the Self, dissolving years of exhaustive influencers, and 
keeping focused on a reconstructive course of happiness, health, and suitability which are plausible for 
me and applicable to others.

PROPOSAL
With every morsel to tongue there are deep rooted prejudices inevitably creating the dining experience 
throughout the gustation process. The source of these prejudices results from me built by my experiences and 
circumstances to this point, and we each have our own set of constructs that determine how we perceive our 
tastes. There is no gap between the Self and individual taste; rather a continuous link that binds the two. Thus, 
to reshape my taste, I must reconfigure my Self. Whether or not the individual is to blame for how one tastes is 
moot, for I am the only entity able to reconstruct; unable to rely on large agencies to change, with generalized 
programs unappealing to individual complexities, and incapable of determining a reigning morality which 
speaks to what the body needs. With such complex factors the solution of the Self is underwhelming, but its 
depth comes from the deep delving within; a slow excavating process setting aside immediacy for longevity. 
Main steps include: understanding individual factors of taste, studying reason and cause, and breaking down 
their presence to dissolve from one’s personal taste repertoire. Taking years to create and again years to not 
only remove, but replace.  There is an awareness that my palate can change known because changes have 
taken place over the years, and even daily factors such as state of health, cravings, and location have their 
effects. Knowing this allows me to understand that again my taste can be formed, but due to the circularity, 
changing a link in the connection deconstructs the entire loop. To remove a piece, I must insert as well. To build 
anew I must use regimented tools including taste exercises where I understand pure essences of individual 
compounds and reconfigure my existing taste buds to have new perceptions of previous tastes. In addition, 
needed in this process are educational exposure, intensive reflective writing, physical awareness, and 
consistent attention of my successes and even failures. The change is experiential in that it occurs from within 
through daily applications putting myself and hope for success at the forefront. With a true recognition of the 
Self I have ability to reconstruct my palate and be stimulated by what is appetizingly good for me objectively. 
My palate is not only a part of me, but it is a result of that can change with time and appreciation for the 
comprehensive version of me rebuilt with a path to palate pleasantries.

                              Isaacson Tilly / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / UNISG

Fig	1.	“Ingrained	ConnecBons.”	Factors	that	are	a	part	of	us	determine	how	we	taste	in	a	direct	way.	The	
image	depicts	an	ongoing	loop	with	individual	determinants	including	societal	pressures,	adverBsing,	

finances,	cultural	background,	family	pracBces,	regional	normaliBes,	and	government	influences	that	we	
unknowingly	taste	in	every	bite	we	eat.		

	

	



FOOD SOUVENIRS FOR TERRA MADRE (prototypes)
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1. “In my opinion, Terra Madre is impossible to boil down into 
a single product because of the incredible international 
diversity that is showcased in the summit.   Therefore, my 
Terra Madre souvenir relies on this diversity, asking each 
producer present at Terra Madre to create a set number of 
food souvenirs, labeled with their country's flag, the city and 
country they are from, the name of the product, and the name 
of the producer. These labeled products are then to be traded 
among producers or given to visitors as souvenirs, meant to 
demonstrate the diversity of food products and experiences 
present at Terra Madre, and allowing producers and visitors 
to continue to learn from their peers even after the event is 
over”. Allyson Pérez

2. “Seed key-chain: This lightweight object bears the symbol 
of the Slow Food snail and includes a packet of four different 
heirloom seeds from Terra Madre producers from all over the 
world. Each compartment is perforated and can be planted 
as-is (the bag will dissolve in soil). The back of the tag 
includes a code to enter on the Terra Madre website to learn 
more about the particular plant and grower. This portable 
token provides the opportunity to figuratively and literally 
spread the message of Slow Food around the world”. Becky 
Tsadik

3. “Terra Madre, save the earth. Defend the future, says the 
slogan. 
Not an actual object, but a reflection. Going out of the 
experience of Terra Madre, I would like the visitor to think 
about something that Terra Madre is teaching.
What about my food choice? What about the impact they 
have on the planet and on the future?
In front of an item, or a limited number of them, you will have 
to choose. Take it or leave it for the generation to come. 
Take your orange, or leave Terra Madre empty-handed, but 
fully conscious that your simple food choice can make the 
difference”. Bianca Bortolussi

4. “Terra Madre Spice mix. This spice mix is made of spices 
from all over the world which is alligned with the Terra Madre 
festival. Also, the layers of the spices represent the layers of 
the earth”. Carlijn Jaakke
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5. “Terra Madre is a place to connect, get inspired and meet 
people and their projects.
To symbolize the "soil" (platform) which Terra Madre offers to 
the participants and their "seeds" (ideas, missions, visions) I 
choose fair-traded cacao nibs.
As a vehicle to connect easier with unknown people at the 
event, the participant find on the backside of the label a 
sticker with the question: "What seed will you plant?".
On it, the participant can note its interests, field, projects he/
she is working on and would like to discuss.  
By sticking the sticker to their chest it enables others to start a 
direct conversation about a topic.
How to use the sticker is explained inside the label”. 
Charlotte Prelorentzos

6. “My souvenir was a glass reusable bottle of spices that 
could be gathered from different producers that come to 
Terra Madre. The idea is that the spice trade would be more 
interactive then just a simple souvenir that is given to all 
attending members. Members of Terra Madre would bring 
large quantities of spices to set up a spice market inside the 
event. All visitors would be given a reusable jar to bottle the 
spices and bring them home to their respective countries”. 
Christina Covello  

7. “My souvenir from Terra Madre is a delicious and 
appealing looking truffle. Its size makes it easily portable and 
thus distributable among friends and family at home. 
As soon as you put it in your mouth, however, you realize that 
it is completely tasteless. 
It is therefore a symbol of the motives of events such as Terra 
Madre: the fight against the loss of taste due to the loss of 
biodiversity and traditional knowledge. 
With the disturbing experience of eating such a truffle, I wish 
to trigger a contemplation about this issue without relying on 
any further input”. Clara Dorn

8. “Bread is one of the most basic dishes of the world.
In Israel people are not attached to their bread. The proof for 
this is that most of the Israelis buy industrial breads and in 
most cases its thrown away.
I made Challah bread, a traditional Jewish bread. Because of 
it's tradition it possible to find it only in local bakeries, and 
most of the families have their own small bakery that know 
how they love their Challah. For that reason, there is no way 
that Challah will ever be thrown away”. Dana Tal
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9. “Terra Madre is also about sharing own experiences, so my 
jar is something that I made with the fruits of my small home 
vegetable garden. It is a homemade jam of fig and chili 
pepper. It is good to be eaten with cheeses, vegetables, 
meats or alone on bread, so it can fit in a lot of food cultures. 
It is portable for travelling and can be consumed whenever 
someone wantsm, and even after it’s open it can last for a 
while”. Elena De Giosa 

10. “Chocolate soil/ rosemary / black olives
One of the beliefs of Terra Madre is that eating is an 
agricultural act. This thought, together with my personal 
intuitive attraction towards the earth, as in soil, and digging in 
it with my bare hands, brought me to this literal 
representation of connecting us to mother earth. We have to 
dig with our hands in the edible soil to find things we might 
not expect and combinations that can inspire us. (And to, of 
course, eat it).
Pot can be reused for e.g. planting seeds back home”. Fe 
Wigman  

11. “The souvenir’s concept is gifting spices from all over the 
world, presenting themselves as a person, with a tag note 
containing its story, country of origin, flavors, traditional 
knowledge associated to it and a traditional recipe related. 
The purpose is to highlight biodiversity and different cultural 
uses and of spices in the world”. Fernanda Meister 

12. “This Seed Card is a souvenir made from homemade 
paper that contains seeds from different producers within the 
Terra Madre network. Attendees can then take this card 
home and plant it, and as it grows it will be a reminder of the 
global network of people that they support and are a part of.  
This also gives people experience on a small scale of what 
it's like to grow and eat a certain variety of plant from a 
producer in the network. The act of nurturing and then eating 
this product is a symbol of support that extends beyond 
Terra Madre”. Hana Marino 
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13. “I considered to look at Terra Madre not as global 
organization, but as a collaboration to combine traditional 
decision and come up with something new. So as a symbol of 
that I made Onigiri - traditional Japanese cakes with Italian 
filling from pomodoro sauce and mozarella. This gives 
opportunity for all rice cultures and tomato cultures to 
appreciate their common products in a new way. And for me 
that's what Terra Madre is about”. Jacob Shteyntsayg  
		

14. “Tomato Powder Pouch.
Enclosed in a pocket-sized, biodegradable sachet, this Terra 
Madre souvenir is made from organic Italian tomatoes that 
have been sundried and ground into a powder. It is a way of 
acknowledging the work of farmers and harvesters, by taking 
something fresh – which perishes relatively quickly – and 
transforming it into something that can be preserved for a 
long time. After they return to their home countries, guests of 
Terra Madre can use the powder in different dishes, not only 
as an edible souvenir of their time spent at the event, but as a 
reminder of their connection to the network of farmers and 
harvesters around the world”. Julia Dawson 

15. “I made a gravenstein chutney. My idea was that if apple 
producers from around the world would bring apple products 
from their apple regions and name them with the actual apple 
type. Very often apple products are only named with the 
region and there are a mix of different apples”. Julie 
Gyllander 

16. “Terra Madre gathers together people from around the 
globe to discover how to best preserve taste and biodiversity. 
Terra Madre is about the people that come together. They 
"break bread" and discuss how to improve the world. It 
demonstrates that people can put aside differences and find 
peace by "extending an olive branch" when sharing food, all to 
find a way to love and protect the earth's future. This is a 
souvenir to make homemade bread crumbs using hand-town 
bread and olive oil”. Khari Chanel Johnson   
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17. “My Terra Madre Souvenir is a collectible meal-in-jar 
called "Slow Food to Share." Through a scavenger hunt, 
Terra Madre delegates will meet Slow producers from around 
the world as they gather their jars and fill them with various 
non-perishable ingredients from different international Slow 
Food chapters to make a complete meal to take home and 
share. On the jar is written "serving size: minimum two 
people;" the souvenir is designed to encourage participants to 
share their Terra Madre experience and knowledge with their 
communities and networks, starting with a shared meal. The 
jar includes a list of ways to repurpose the container, and the 
scavenger hunt map doubles as an event poster”. Lauren 
Nelson

18. “For my Terra Madre souvenir, I brought a jar of hazelnuts 
-- half toasted IGP hazelnuts and half still in their shells as 
they come from the tree. I wanted to highlight a special local 
product of the Piemonte region and one that Slow Food also 
recognizes as a product of significant value, as demonstrated 
by the fact that there are several varieties of hazelnut included 
in the Ark of Taste catalogue. I felt that the toasted hazelnuts 
on their own are so delicious that no further transformation is 
necessary and can be enjoyed as is, while the ones in the 
shell show the connections to their original state on the tree 
and can also be kept as a moment to commemorate the 
experience of attending Terra Madre”. Megan Dosch 

19. “’Terra Madre in a box’:
My souvenir speaks for itself; it's some soil (=Terra Madre) 
with a small plant - in this case it's Rosemary but it could be 
any kind of herb which is typical for Italian cuisine since Terra 
Madre takes place in Torino. But it could even be exotic ones 
from the countries of the participants of the event.
Here it comes already sprouted but to be more transportable 
for participants/guests from far away there could be also 
boxes with just seeds in the soil”. 
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20. “My souvenir contains hazelnuts from the Piemonte 
region.
I chose hazelnuts because they are a fruit of the land. They 
could be eaten raw, toasted or processed into different 
products that are usually made by producers from the 
Piemonte region. 
The "Terra Madre" takes place in the city of Turin which is 
considered the capital of the Piemonte region, therefore I 
wanted the souvenir to have the appearance of a gift in order 
for the guests to receive the souvenir at the end of the 
convention and feel as they received a gift that represents 
well the place they visited”. Mor Ziv

21. “Visitors at Terra Madre will have, above all, a lot of 
memories from their visit at Terra Madre. It is difficult to 
visualize a memory and the importance of the memory. 
Therefore, I think they should take home an empty jar, every 
time they look at it, they will think of their visit and all 
memories will automatically pop up.
Of course, if wanted, the jar can also be used to collect 
seeds, phone numbers, emails, spices or to catch a specific 
smell”. Noor Bouwdewijn

22. “This is a (mock-up) candle made of beeswax sheets. 
The harvesting and fermenting of honey has been present 
since a long time ago in many traditional cultures around the 
world. But some countries are losing their native species of 
bees - that are being replaced for more productive ones. The 
idea is that the candles are made using waxes from different 
species. As a few American (north, central and south) 
indigenous traditions say, we feed ourselves with water (by 
drinking), air (by breathing) and earth (by eating), but we 
forget to feed ourselves with fire, which is the food for the 
spirit (…) 

23. “The Fruits Of Our Labour  is a conceptual edible souvenir 
aiming to capture the essence of Terra Madre.  
Every visiting producer and attendee is encouraged to bring 
one piece of fruit they have grown themselves or that is native 
to their country or region. These would be collected on the first 
day of the conference and made into jam by volunteers.  
The flavour of the jam would be unpredictable and change 
year-to-year based on attendees' contributions, thus reflecting 
the unique atmosphere of each Terra Madre. The final product 
would be bottled with a label chosen from entries to an 
international design contest held yearly, and would feature the 
phrase "The Fruits of Our Labour”  in many different languages 
and scripts, as well as prominently displaying the year it was 
made, thus capitalizing on the long shelf life of jam and 
allowing repeat attendees to gather a "collection" of Terra 
Madre jams”.  Sarah El Baz 

(…) Sitting around the fire was a moment of speaking the truth, 
sharing stories and being conscious of the fact that we are all 
equal, connected to each other and to the Great Spirit. Fire 
and smoke are universal vehicles of offerings, prayers and a 
way of keeping faith alive.  
On every Terra Madre edition, Carlo Petrini’s message to 
farmers and harvesters is ‘continue to do what you are already 
doing’. So this is a reminder to always keep the lights on”.  
Renata Moura
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24. “‘Mother Corn’
I chose popcorn as a souvenir for Terra Madre. The reason is 
that corn is cultivated all over the world and we eat it, give it to 
livestock and even use it as fuel. We thus feel that it is 
something important for our lives. However, I think that at the 
same time corn symbolizes genetically modified foods. I felt 
this preconception should be changed. Of course,  I also 
chose popcorn because it is easy to cook,  fun making and 
delicious,  also while eating it people can talk about Terra 
Madre memories”. Shumpei Katsube
  

25. “This is an impersonal, blank box of white common 
beans, as you can find in many supermarkets.
This is a mass-produced, identical and usual product of the 
agri-food industries.
But, if you open the little door, you’ll find a bag full of 
sustainable, different and colorful strange beans from small 
producers all around the world.
Do you wanna choose? Now you can!
There are some important concepts behind this idea:
-  Biodiversity is the key to not losing the myriad of different 

nuances in our world and food communities, giving us 
the opportunity to introduce unknown products to all of 
us.

-   Main companies give to the consumer just one kind of 
bean/product. I want to show that the biodiversity of 
bean/products exist.

-  I want to give the consumer some time to reflect and 
think critically. I also want to show other options to 
provide an alternative point of view and provoking the 
critical sense of all Terra Madre 2018 visitors

-  This is a way to fight against the food created by the 
large agri-food companies (…)

(…)
-  It is a simple and immediate souvenir that can affect every 

visitor.
-  The concept extends to other agri-food products, not just 

beans.
-  In my opinion, it is a souvenir that can be reproduced with low 

costs and preparation.
-  This is an edible gift, so you can use it to cook. On the back of 

the bag you can find the recipe ‘the world’s soup’”. Silvia 
Moroni
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26. “A sustainable centerpiece of various herbal tea sachets 
visualized as a flower bouquet entitled, “Steeping Across 
Cultures.” Within each bag are tea blends using dried herbs 
and flowers grown by farmers around the world; the herbs 
were grown separately by individuals who have never met but 
are blended beautifully together to form a new product greater 
than the individual parts. On each stem there is a leaf which 
lists on one side the name of the blend, the scientific name of 
the plants, and the health benefits; the other side gives equal 
attention to the grower with their name and where they are 
from. 
Leaf example: Ginger Holy Basil-
Zingiber officinale & Ocimum tenuiflorum. Soothes upset 
stomach, stress, and asthma. Grown by Chantrea Kaew from 
Cambodia & Ava and Noah Brown from Australia.
The materials include reclaimed wood, repurposed wire, 
recycled cardboard, and repurposed wine corks”. Tilly Rose

27. “Let's go back to the roots! My proposed food souvenir for 
Terra Madre is a Carrot-Chilli-Caramel dipped in dark 
chocolate. The shape and look of the caramel is reminding us 
of a carrot that is still in the ground - the dark chocolate 
therefore is representing our mother earth”. Victor Söhler 
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Plastic Crisis 

Alexander Li

GreenSearch

The realm of plastic can consist of disposal utensils, food storage containers, plates and many 
other products that we use for our foods, only to end up being thrown in the trash. Our 
relationship with plastic generally reflects our relationship with water, something we take 
for granted and use freely without knowing future problems. In terms of plastic, we hear 
that recycling is our solution in ending this waste pattern. Although it is true that recy-
cling reduces pollution and repurposes waste, there are still existing factors that are 
extremely overlooked. In past decade, statistics show an average that only 25% of 
plastic is recycled in the U.S, while plastic waste still ends up in our oceans and landfills. 
Another big flaw is that recycling plastic only really delays this cycle of waste. For exam-
ple, plastic alone can only be melted down so many times until it can’t be repurposed 
again, also known has downcycling. Big companies have also taken advantage of down-
cycling by fusing different chemicals to create different blends of plastic as a cheap 
synthetic resource to trick consumers. Basically, the world’s answer in recycling plastic 
waste can only help for the time being until it slowly depletes our resources for plastic. 
Perhaps when people use enough plastic forks and spoons down the line, the cost of 
plastic will surpass Steel.  

Self-awareness can be a powerful tool in ending or at least reducing this problem. 
Phones have without a doubt become our day to day necessity. By giving people the 
conveniency to know what their plastic waste does and goes in a single app, it can 
easily inform them about this waste problem. An app I would like to call GreenSearch, 
which for this case would allow users to search up certain plastic brands or products like 
plastic utensils. This app would cater to food related products. It would give you an 
analysis of what kind plastic it is and what chemicals it consists of and also inform them 
what these plastic products would downcycle into. In conjunction, this app would give 
the user a better alternative to what they should use. For example, instead plastic forks 
it give them better options like forks made out of metal or paper since they can be recy-
cled more earth conscious. Small steps like convincing people in the public to not use a 
straw for their drinks, which is a small luxury being sacrificed for a bigger cause .Ulti-
mately, I would want this app to stop consumers into fueling this plastic waste pattern, 
by giving them facts they don’t realize. Perhaps, this could inform consumers what 
aftermath their waste can have and influence them to use more biodegradable products.



. 
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CAROTTE KIDS

CONTEXT 

CONCEPT 

Alexandra Carlsen   / Food Design Studio / New School 2015

Many people have a long list of things that they don’t eat. In most of those cases the person never 
learned to like it or even tried it. A typical example of that are parents only feeding their children fish sticks 
instead of plain fish, creating an intimidation for the real thing. There is a preconceived idea of what is 
“children´s friendly” food, and learning to only eat that can limit the diversity of flavors in our adult eating 
habits. How can we bring more diversity into our food habits from a younger age? 

My proposal is a platform called ”Carotte Kids” that will introduce a broader perspective of food. Carotte Kids 
is a program that can be applied in many forums like kindergartens, higher education, social clubs, 
the supermarket and restaurants. The fundamental idea is to wake curiosity for food and flavors through play 
and experimentation. It’s important to understand what we eat, how we eat and why it taste like it does. 
Carotte Kids will explore those aspects through play with senses; to really feel, look, taste, and listen to food. 
Play will help explore that the taste of for example a sausage lies in the sound of the skin breaking. 
Carotte Kids emphasizes that food should be the same experience for adults as children, and a shared 
experience if possible. Today many restaurants have a kid’s menu that consists of typical “children´s friendly” 
dishes, which immediately separate children´s experience from their parents. Therefor Carotte Kids offers a 
restaurant program that is composed for the whole family. Restaurants will interpret and make their own 
Carotte Kids Menu, which follows the ideas of exploration and play with senses. The Carotte Kids restaurant 
experience is suppose to be an opportunity for a family to wider their perspective of food, together. This would 
be an experience that forces you to reflect on, and understand what´s lying on your plate. 

Experimentation/exploration 
Curiosity 

Cultural Diversity 
Play 

Creativity 

Collaboration Knowledge 

Restaurant 

Kindergarten  

Supermarket 

Higher Education 

Social Club/ Private Event  Home





About a year ago, I was diagnosed with PCOS, a hormonal endocrine disorder that puts me at high risk 
for diabetes. Doctors have recommended that I do not eat carbs or sugars because my insulin is less 
effective in lowering blood sugars which leaves me with an increase in blood glucose.I have incredibly 
intense cravings that I often cannot resist. After speaking with doctors and nutritionists, I have found that 
there are no specialists that know how to handle my issue. It is something I must figure out on my own. 
Through my art, I can track my cravings to understand them, then begin to manage them. 

Over a thirty day time period, I tracked my cravings through letters to myself. In each letter, I would 
describe the food I was craving, how it made me feel, and I would add how I satisfied it at the end. This 
drawing is based off of the extreme frustration that came with many of the cravings tracked. In my letters, 
I would describe the hell I was experiencing as I felt possessed by the food, facing extreme difficulties 
avoiding it. By reflecting on the letters and drawings to myself I have found ways to avoid my main 
extreme cravings. Substitution works for chocolate as I can eat a spoonful of peanut butter to satisfy the 
craving. I avoid breads, pastas, and ice cream by thinking about how they make me feel. I read my letters 
about how once I gave in, the cravings got stronger making it more difficult to quit. When I have a craving 
for a  smoothie, I just eat a few berries. Reflecting on my project has taught me how to manage my main 
cravings. I hope this self study can help others by opening the way to alternative paths to face addictions 
and resist cravings. 

CRAVING CONTROL

CONTEXT 

CONCEPT 

Erin Johnston  / Food Design Studio / New School 2015
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/ Intro to Food Design by Pedro Reissig / The New School 2015

LOCAL BITE

Bugce Gulen

After Salmon Hunting in Gjovik, one of Norway’s largest lake.  

Last year, I was an exchange student in Paris. Money was always a barrier, but I figured out ways to 
travel around Europe with my boyfriend. One of the problems that we found was finding restaurants 
that serve seasonal tranditional food with in a authentic environment. It was easier to find them within 
the city but not in countryside areas. We did not want to spend much on tourist packages either, instead 
we wanted to travel as much as we could. We wanted to eat healthy food, and experience these cities
like a local. I remember ourselves, crushing into weddings, not having any money in your pocket but still
being invited to drink tea from a man who is traveling the world with his RV, or learning what a shabbat 
dinner is like. The idea of diving into a new cultures, making new friends from all around the world and 
learning something new is what excited us during our travels. We wanted to find a solution for 
non-americans to experience a thanksgiving dinner or to be able to show how a Turkish bride-to-be 
celebrates it’s marriage with its friends and family with festive dinners.

“Good, clean, and fair” just like Carlo Petrini says describing his Slow Motion movement which is a moti-
vation against traditional and regional cuisines that encourages organic food, I believe that LOCAL BITE
could be a great extension to his ideas. 

Local Bite is a service design that allows you to “ dine with a local, experience traditional food in an authentic 
environment.” There are two types of users: Biters and Locals. Locals are the hosts to this dining experience, 
whereas the Biters, are people who are looking to learn a new culture’s food, meet new people, in a sincere 
environment, eating healthy food while saving money. Both the Biters and Locals would have a profile that has
a description of themselves including their photo, language skills, reviews by previous users, number of people 
they can have as a guest, the price of their hostage, their age, photos of the venue, and the food. The Biters can 
be anyone such as travelers, lovers, family, student who does not know how to cook, interrailers, etc. The Locals
could be an old lady who is looking for accompany, a family who is having pig chawarma and home made wine, a 
farmer who grows its own truffle, a fisherman who meets someone new every dinner, any one who is does not 
want to waste food, and like sharing it with someone. This project already has it’s competitors at the market such 
mealsharing.com, sharyourmeal.net, bonappetatour.com, vizeat.com, etc. What is our difference? Local Bite isn’t 
just about the food, but the experience it self. It is not about what you eat. It is about where and who you eat with..
It does not require you to host it at your house, or cook the meal yourself. It’s all about becoming cross-cultural. It
is not only for travelers, it is also for the locals. For the ones who are looking for a reason to celebrate living. This 
service could colaborate with AirBnB, or BlaBla Car to reach more members and spread fastly. It could also be an 
option for interrailers while planing their trip. Make unforgettable memories, while meating new people and dining
with them.

This service will allow you to make the “wedding crushers” scene real within a food experience scale. You do not
have to be shy to join a bbq party, or any festive dining activity. 



Thereʼs a big problem with the way urban office workers look at food – weʼre rushing around and
 weʼre pressured to work fast, so we eat fast too. In New York City, this problem is more prevalent 
because the so-called “rat race” distracts us from some of the more important things in life. 
Weʼve lost sight of the valuable in connecting with the food around us as well as the people 
around us – meaning we eat food thatʼs worse, more expensive or easier to find (in front of our 
laptops).

OFFICE LUNCHBOX to help offices implement healthier and more meaningful lunches into the 
typical American workday. Inspired by cooking kits that deliver the ingredients for customers to 
assemble, these OFFICE LUNCHBOX packages would be customized to each office. 

The kits are fully stocked with fresh food to be prepared by a member or members of the office 
and highly individualized for each workplace. Many offices donʼt have full kitchens or food stora-
ge space. Some offices donʼt have people who are particularly skilled in cooking. Each OFFICE 
LUNCHBOX is tailored to fit the needs of those who will be preparing the meals

Some of the benefits of OFFICE LUNCHBOX are as follows: 
-Everyone gets a chance to unplug from phones and laptops
-Preparing meals together encourages a sense of community
-People spend less money on expensive meals out
-Food is healthier than eating out
-Office enjoys a higher quality of life while taking a real lunch break

OFFICE LUNCHBOX can help with all the aspects of planning and executing a better office lunch 
hour. This can include: scheduling help, allergy accommodation, cooking tutorials and financial 
planning. 
 

OFFICE LUNCHBOX 

CONTEXT  

CONCEPT

  Jacqueline Buda  / Food Design Studio / New School 2015



RETHINKING OUR DISPLAY OF FOOD

CONTEXT 

CONCEPT 

Kevin Banos   / Food Design Studio / New School 2015

While most of the problems involved with food are based on waste, our experiences,  food decisions, 
and generally our relationship with food. I decided to conduct an observation at several 
supermarkets to investigate our interactions with fresh foods. Because there is so much variety and 
options of fruits and vegetables we get comfortable with having so much of it that we begin to devalue 
food, or even worse get overwhelmed by it. During my observations I realized people tend to pick the 
perfect fruit and ignore the average to poor quality ones. This problem can either be caused by our 
perception of food and our values of it. The display of fresh food should be redesigned in a way to bring 
back the true value of the food we cultivate, making it less of an object and more of a nurturing gift that 
involves all of our senses to experience its perfect creation. 

The main focus of my analysis is evaluating how we display and generally purchase our food 
today. We consume food but we are not connected to it on a spiritual level. Some of this is 
because of the way we value and perceive the food we eat, the more we objectify our food the 
less connected we are to it. By reevaluating  the way we see food I hope achieve more respect 
for the food we eat and good practices for both us and our food. Good practices for example 
would include less food waste, smarter food choices, and being aware about what we are 
consuming. By establishing a strategy where fresh produce can be less about fifty apples in 
basket next to 50 oranges in a basket and more about fully becoming aware about the specific 
food that you will buy. This strategy can influence our practices to increase our value in food and 
becoming connected to our food in a more conscious level. I propose three design strategies to 
subconsciously lead to better food purchasing practices. I plan to establish the origin of the food, 
an in depth description explaining the origin of the plant and fruit and all the details involving the 
production of the food. By doing so we are supplying the user with knowledge of what they will 
be eating. Another would be the perfect vs ugly fruit and figuring out a way to display the 
average fruit to inform that just because a fruit isn't perfect doesn't defeat its value. Or even a 
strategy where instead of displaying many fruits in one basket we can find a way to redesign the 
visual output of fruits and vegetables so that the experience of buying your food will further lead 
to the user valuing its food.  



. 

UnwantED Powder
CONTEXT 

CONCEPT 

Onehee Ryu/ Food Design Studio / New School 2015

I’m a health conscious person and I care almost everything what I eat. So, I try to buy organic foods as possible and eat healthy as possible.
However, I had problems with my frequently used, “ all natural” stock powder that I use almost every time i cook. Even though it states that
it contains “No MSG”, I felt skeptical about it so I reseached on ingredients inside. Throughout my research, I found that food manufactures 
like to hide MSG under many different names to trick consumers.
And here’s what I have found from FDA approved and allowed dozens of altenative names for MSG which are technially the same substance:
an isolated glutamate that has been engineered.
Soy Protein Concentrate, Textured protein, Yest food/Nutrient, Yeast Extract, Textured Protein, Autolyzed Yeast, Calcium Caseinate,
Glutamate,Hydrolzed Plant Protein, Hydrolzed Vegetable Protein, Maltodextrin, Sodium Caseinate, Soy Protein Concentrate.
I found out that the red bolded ingredients seemed to be the most popular from my stock powder ingredients. Even though I might not react
to MSG now, but according to Dr. Russell Blaylock, who wrote a book on the subject called Excitotoxins: The taste that kills, sensitivity
to MSG buildgs up in our bodies until we reach what he calls our “ therehold of sensitivity and MSG oversimulates our nervous system- 
exciting our nerves and causing.” And while it’s most likely to not only do they cause brain damage and lead to nervous disorders, but they
also cause radical hormone fluctations. Thus, it was best interest for me to subsitute the store bought stock powder with better option. 

According to Food and Agriculture Organization, they estimated that 1/3 of food is lost or wasted from our farms to grocery stores to dinner
tables. 30% of the food we grow is never eaten and the uneaten food ends up rotting in landfills and produce greenhouse gas emissions
Then, I thought about how we could reduce the amount of uneaten food. Since we all lack of value supplly of food to our tables that are coming
in handy and it was my best interst to increase the efficiency to our food system with everyone’s effort. Despite how there are many ways to fix
the food cahins, from working with farms to dinner tables.  Farmers are learning how to pack their harvest for longer storgage, us shopping wisely,
knowing  when food goes bad, buying fresh goods directly from growers which lengthens itsshelf etc. However, it was my biggest concern to 
educate individuals with the usage of uneaten food and stay healthy at the same time.

After practicing for few days, I saw several changes. Trash were mostly only plastics, paper and almost nothing from food waste and it
was pretty surprising to see this because food waste used to take up more than half of trash. Most importantly, it was to see changes
within myself. I felt more energetic and left with clearer felt after eathing with less headaches.
Making the powder was a lot of time commitment and labor work, but it was worth of doing it because by using the powder, I felt
less conscious about what I’m putting inside my dishes,  turning unwanted food waste to something that would protect my health 
and also act as an enhancer was very pleasing satisfactor for me. Thus, I would like to encourage everyone to try my homemade
vegetable powder and be a part to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,  prevent from annual losses and stay healthy.

I wanted to cook more out of unwanted vegetable scraps for a week and stay guilt free by indulging healthy and chemical free food.
Despite how I was using all organic goods, I still never too clean about what I eat. So, I decided to make my own “all natural”, “vegan”,
“raw”, “organic”, “no MSG”, vegetable stock powder. Gathering unwated food waste like vegetable stems, roots, peels, seeds for couple 
of days and dehydrated in dehydrator for uo to almost 8 hours.
With those dehydrated vegetables, I blended them in grider and subsituted them as vegetable stock powder to enhance my dishes. 



People are disconnected to the food they eat.
Cum sociisnatoquepenatibus et magnisdisparturient montes, nasceturridiculus mus. Donecquamfelis, 
ultriciesnec, pellentesqueeu, pretiumquis, sem. Nullaconsequatmassaquisenim. Donecpede justo, 
fringillavel, aliquetnec, vulputateeget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. 
Nullamdictumfeliseupedemollispretium. Integertincidunt. Crasdapibus. Vivamuselementumsempernisi. 
Aeneanvulputateeleifendtellus. Aenean leo ligula, porttitoreu, consequat vitae, eleifendac, enim. 
Aliquamlorem ante, dapibus in, viverraquis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellusviverranulla ut metusvariuslaoreet. 
Quisquerutrum. Aeneanimperdiet. Etiamultriciesnisivelaugue. Curabiturullamcorperultriciesnisi. 
Namegetdui. Etiamrhoncus. Maecenastempus, tellusegetcondimentumrhoncus, semquamsemper libero, 

v

Loremipsum dolor sitamet, consectetueradipiscingelit. Aeneancommodoligulaeget dolor. Aeneanmassa. 
Cum sociisnatoquepenatibus et magnisdisparturient montes, nasceturridiculus mus. Donecquamfelis, 
ultriciesnec, pellentesqueeu, pretiumquis, sem. Nullaconsequatmassaquisenim. Donecpede justo, 
fringillavel, aliquetnec, vulputateeget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. 
Nullamdictumfeliseupedemollispretium. Integertincidunt. Crasdapibus. Vivamuselementumsempernisi. 
Aeneanvulputateeleifendtellus. Aenean leo ligula, porttitoreu, consequat vitae, eleifendac, enim. 
Aliquamlorem ante, dapibus in, viverraquis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellusviverranulla ut metusvariuslaoreet. 
Quisquerutrum. Aeneanimperdiet. Etiamultriciesnisivelaugue. Curabiturullamcorperultriciesnisi. 
Namegetdui. Etiamrhoncus. Maecenastempus, tellusegetcondimentumrhoncus, semquamsemper libero, 
sitametadipiscingsemneque sed ipsum. Namquam nunc, blanditvel, luctuspulvinar, hendrerit id, lorem. 
Maecenasnec odio et ante tincidunttempus. Donec vitae sapien ut libero venenatisfaucibus. Nullamquis 
Quisquerutrum. Aeneanimperdiet. Etiamultriciesnisivelaugue. Curabiturullamcorperultriciesnisi. 
Namegetdui. Etiamrhoncus. Maecenastempus, tellusegetcondimentumrhoncus, Loremipsum dolor 
sitamet, consectetueradipiscingelit. Aeneancommodoligulaeget dolor. Aeneanmassa. Cum 
sociisnatoquepenatibus et magnisdisparturient montes, nasceturridiculus mus. Donecquamfelis, 
ultriciesnec, pellentesqueeu, pretiumquis, sem. Nullaconsequatmassaquisenim. Donecpede justo, 
fringillavel, aliquetnec, vulputateeget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, 
justo.Loremipsum dolor sitamet, consectetueradipiscingelit. Aeneancommodoligulaeget dolor. 
Aeneanmassa. Cum sociisnatoquepenatibus et magnisdisparturient montes, nasceturridiculus mus. 
Donecquamfelis, ultriciesnec, pellentesqueeu, pretiumquis, sem. Nullaconsequatmassaquisenim. 
Donecpede justo, fringillavel, aliquetnec, vulputateeget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, 
venenatis vitae, justo. fringillavel, aliquetnec, vulputateeget, arcu. In enim justo, 
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Rachael Kim   / Food Design Studio / New School 2015

People are disconnected to the food they eat. This is a problem because Americans expect a level of food produc-
tion that is highly unrealistic and unsustainable. Our current food system encourages the unnatural. In nature 
foods have seasons and locations in which a variety of foods flourish in their respective environments. The 
average American's knowledge of the food they eat is what they see in the supermarket. Consumer education 
should be done in a captivating way. Let's get to know our food. 

“Behind the Plate” is about going behind the scenes and displaying the journey that food takes to get on 

our plates. The idea was conceived as I was working in fashion design. I realized there is such a 

disconnect between the final product and the raw material. The problems in fast fashion and fast food 

parallel. The best way to convey my message was in the form of a book. Through visual imagery the book 

will lay out the different forms that food takes to be processed for consumption or simply track the steps 

that natural foods take to be nestled into our grocery stores. Visual information will be laid out in accordion 

style pages in the book. The qualifications for the food featured in the book are that the foods are currently 

easily accessible in supermarkets. The purpose of this book is to allow people to trace the origins of and 

get to know their food better. When visual information is laid out in a linear fashion people are able to 

understand the message better and actually retain information. Approximately 65 percent of the population 

is comprised of visual learners. The goal is to get food consumers to realize that food comes from 

somewhere and has its own story.  

BEHIND THE PLATE



I am living in a crowded over whelming food jungle. From the moment my stomach rumbles my mind is 
ridden with an insane amount of questions from “am I even hungry?” to “maybe I should just have another 
egg sand which today?”. I am a New Yorker, young adult, and a student; but most of all a total food brat. 
$QG�,�GRQ·W�WKLQN�,�DP�DORQH�LQ�WKLV�VWUXJJOH��We have become so out of touch with our bodies, how could 
we make a “good” food choice. Sometimes after I eat I find myself saying I wish I had known then what I 
know now about how my food decisions would effect me in the long run.

A guided food journal to get us back in touch with our individual food journey. Food logs have become 
really popular with the explosion of apps and health conscious people and nutritional fact information, but 
I believe to mend the broken relationship we have with food we have to look at it through a qualitative 
lens. Because keeping a 30 day food journal is really intimidating it will start with very simple multiple 
choice answers about what you ate that day. As the journal progress the questions will get more emotion-
ally challenging and engaging. By the end of the journal, through self-reflection and analysis, you will be 
better equipped to make food choices. In this overwhelming world of food choices it is so important to 
know yourself, with the help of this journal you will be able to know then hat you know now about the 
lasting effects of food choices.

FOOD JOURNEY JOURNAL
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Sophia Wetanson / Intro to Food Design by Pedro Reissig / The New School 2015 / 
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What is Fusion Food?

CONTEXT
What% is% fusion% foods?% This% is% the% ques1on% that% led% my% research% on% the% topic% of% fusion%
foods.%The%most%common%“defini1on”%of%fusion%foods%is%the%cross%of%two%different%cultural%
foods.% This% has% been% highly% commercialized% with% the% credit% of% this% chic% food% movement%
given%to%the%world% famous%chef,%Wolfgang%Puck.%This% is%a%very%shallow%defini1on%of% fusion%
foods,%when%in%reality%the%crossing%of%different%culinary%worlds%has%a%deep%rooted%history%in%
humanity,% trade,%and%coloniza1on.%Crossing%of%culture%and%food%has%been%happening%since%
the%very%beginning%and%start%of%trade.%We%cannot%deem%a%dish%as%purely%one%cultural%plate.%
The%most%famous%story%being%spagheF,%we%categorize%this%dish%as%an%Italian%staple%but,%myth%
or%not,%it%is%said%that%spagheF%would%not%exist%if%the%Chinese%had%not%perfected%the%method%
first.% In% this% sense,% there% is%no%pure%“fusion% food”% that% is% the%crossing%of% just% two%cultures%
when% one% dish% that% is% not% labeled% as% fusion% is% already% the% crossing% of% many% different%
cultures.

PROPOSAL
The%term%“fusion”%as%a%culinary%term%only%exists%in%the%Western%world.%Fusion%is%usually%used%
to%describe%cultural%dishes%that%are%considered%as%ethnic.%Through%this%project% I%wanted%to%
make%a%series%of%posters%that%shows%a%different%interpreta1on%of%fusion.%This%will%hopefully%
leave% the% veiwer% reevalua1ng% the%meaning% behind% fusion.% To% visually% communicate% this% I%
decided% to% make% graphic/bold% icons% because% icons% are% considered% a% universal% language.%
Each%poster%show%“fusion”%combina1ons%that%one%would%not%expect%as%fusion.%I%also%added%a%
poster%that%shows%that%fusion%can%also%be%seen% in%a%different%context%outside%of% food.%Can%
the% term%“fusion”%be%used% to%describe%a%person’s% immigra1on%to%a%different%culture?%As%a%
Korean% American% I% struggle% with% being% accepted% into% one% pure% culture% so% am% stuck% in% a%
middle%ground%culture%that%can%be%seen%as%a%fusion%culture.%%%%%

Emily Cho / Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School

what is fusion?

hotdog fusionspaghetti
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burger pizza fusion
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american korea fusion

+ =



Thanksgiving in a Box
CONTEXT

American cuisine is largely fragmented. Regional cuisines rule in the
United States, from Southern Barbecue to new California cuisine, to heavy midwest
cookery full of casseroles and mayonnaise. There are only two things that seem to be
constant in America’s food culture and those are 1. Thanksgiving and 2. the trend of
all food towards being industrialized. Industrialization in the food system has been
occurring consistently for over a century, but in the past 50 years, food has become
less food and more commodity. It is sustenance for many and it’s value rests on
quantity for money, rather than on cultural capital or taste. Thanksgiving is the only
meal that is consistent, for the most part, across America. The tradition of sitting
down with family and eating turkey, cranberry sauce, mashed potatoes, and apple pie
while giving thanks for the year’s blessings is not yet lost. It is as if the food focused
holiday is the last gatekeeper, stopping American food culture from transforming
completely into a factory built commodity. This inspired me to design a prototype for
a product that emphasizes current food trends and bastardizes American
thanksgiving, destroying the last bastion of national food culture in the United States.

PROPOSAL
I have created a product, which I have deemed “Thanksgiving in a Box” 

that is exactly what the name implies. In response to ready to eat meals and industrial 
food, I designed a packaged dinner that exaggerates the already existing adulteration 
of real food in the US. The packaging is full of cartoons, that make the product look 
like nothing is wrong with it. It is a sarcastic and overly crowded and ambitious 
picture which also includes benefits that are asterisked as not true. The nutritional 
information is absurdly unhealthy and the ingredient list is full of additives that most 
people have never heard of. The meal itself consists of only the worst, most 
processed forms of the traditional Thanksgiving meal including jarred gravy and 
canned cranberry sauce. The turkey in this case came out slightly more apetizing
than I initially planned and in the future the box will contain a turkey that has been 
frozen, thawed, and refrozen to create freezer-burn and a more processed looking 
meal as a whole. I also made sure to make the apple pie extra large the only part of 
the meal that looked appetizing, emphasizing the disproportionate love of sugar and 
desserts in the United States. 

This microwavable, ready to eat Thanksgiving dinner takes all the tradition 
and flavor out of arguably the last meal that could be considered nationally American 
food culture. It is a lighthearted warning of sorts, that hopefully will make people 
aware of our waning food culture and prevent our dwindling tradition from 
disappearing. 

Jack Trooper / Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School

TH
ANKSGIVING IN A BOXMicrowave ready in 10 seconds!  

Comes with:
Turkey
Cranberry Sauce
Mashed Potatoes
Gravy
and Apple Pie!

Thanksgiving is the only mealmost Americans cook at home. Now you dont have to!

Forget about tradition! Pop this in the microwave and your Thanksgiving meal is done!
GLUTTEN FREE*

ORGANIC*

NON-GMO*

NATURAL INGREDIENTS*

REAL TURKE Y*

net wt. 1000g
*may not actuall y  be g lutten free,  organic ,  non-gmo, contain natural  ingredients,  or be real turkey.

Ingredients: Water, enriched wheat flour (flour, niacin, reduced iron, thiamin mononitrate, riboflavin, folic acid), bleached wheat 
flour, corn oil, cornstarch, contains 2 percent or less of wheat starch, salt, methylcellulose, modified corn starch, dextrose, 
autolyzed yeast extract, potassium chloride, natural and artificial flavors from non-meat sources, sugar, maltodextrin, disodium 
inosinate, soybean oil, hydrolyzed soy protein, onion, paprika, dried yeast, inulin from chicory root, caramel color, tapioca 
dextrin, xanthan gum, sodium alginate, spices, yellow corn flour, paprika extract for color, annatto extract for color, baking soda, 
garlic, tomato powder, celery extract, wheat fiber, lactic acid, safflower oil, barley extract, citric acid, niacinamide, egg whites, 
nonfat dry milk, succinc acid, disodium guanylate, iron, thiamin mononitrate, pyridoxine hydrochloridae, riboflavin, vitamin B12.

Ingredients: Water, enriched wheat flour (flour, niacin, reduced iron, thiamin mononitrate, riboflavin, folic acid), bleached wheat 
flour, corn oil, cornstarch, contains 2 percent or less of wheat starch, salt, methylcellulose, modified corn starch, dextrose, 
autolyzed yeast extract, potassium chloride, natural and artificial flavors from non-meat sources, sugar, maltodextrin, disodium 
inosinate, soybean oil, hydrolyzed soy protein, onion, paprika, dried yeast, inulin from chicory root, caramel color, tapioca 
dextrin, xanthan gum, sodium alginate, spices, yellow corn flour, paprika extract for color, annatto extract for color, baking soda, 
garlic, tomato powder, celery extract, wheat fiber, lactic acid, safflower oil, barley extract, citric acid, niacinamide, egg whites, 
nonfat dry milk, succinc acid, disodium guanylate, iron, thiamin mononitrate, pyridoxine hydrochloridae, riboflavin, vitamin B12.



Cooking Corner
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CONTEXT
A"kitchen"is"defined"as"a"room"people"allocate"for"food"storage,"cooking"(and"lack"thereof),"

preparation,"and"occasionally"eating."However,"individuals"have"become"more"disconnected"

than"ever"from"their"kitchens."With"processed"and"packaged"food,"people"can"live"forever"

without"storing"any"fresh"fruit"or"vegetables"in"their"refrigerators."People"can"live"off"frozen"

meals,"boxed"crackers,"and"canned"vegetables."Utilizing"pots,"pans,"the"stove,"the"oven,"a"

knife,"and"fresh"ingredients"are"a"thing"of"the"past."In"the"United"States,"caring"about"food"

product"has"become"inconvenient"when"a"majority"of"food"is"packaged,"timesaving,"and"

cheap."Food"preparation"simply"takes"too"long"in"2016."Additionally,"food"is"rarely"eaten"in"

the"kitchen"anymore"rendering"our"relationship"with"quality"food"nonexistent."All"these"

disconnections"take"a"major"toll"on"our"lifestyles"and"standards"regarding"food,"leading"to"a"

whole"host"of"psychological"and"health"related"illness.

PROPOSAL
I want to revamp the standard kitchen into a Cooking Corner. The room in which we're

supposed to store food, cook it, and eat it should have the word “cook” in it, considering

cooking is the most common way for individuals to make food edible, and more palatable.

The Cooking Corner is a natureQoriented, living kitchen that focuses on connecting

individuals with real food products, food preparation, and food consumption. The main goal

of the Cooking Corner is to use nature, where our food actually comes from, as the driving

force of my new kitchen design. I believe that with nature as the focal point of the Cooking

Corner, I can reintroduce the indescribable experience of eating real food, make food

preparation an enjoyable connective experience, invite nature into the kitchen to reconnect

to our food product, and bridge the gap between where food is prepared and where food is

consumed. I rearranged the basic appliances in the kitchen— the table, counter space,

disposable bins, refrigerator, oven, shelves, cabinets, and wall space— to enhance the

cooking and eating experience. Each appliance, not artifact, is vital to better our relationship

with cooking and eating. My design aims to reduce waste, inconvenience, TV urges with

food, and the tedious nature of cooking/food preparation by creating a healthy

environment for you to thrive. While my Cooking Corner does not aim to solve the

American obesity epidemic through “naturafying” the kitchen, I feel that it may help as an

unintentional product. I think that being in the atmosphere of the Cooking Corner can

encourage individuals to reduce their purchase and consumption of packaged, processed

foodstuff. If American individuals started decreasing their synthetic food gourmandization

and increasing their natural, whole food desire, weight related illness has the potential to

decline. For that I reason, I feel NGOs may embrace the Cooking Corner.

Jacqueline Luxenberg / Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School



CREATING A STRESS-FREE EATING ENVIRONMENT
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CONTEXT
Living in this competitive world, we often find ourselves surrounded with stress and
anxiety. Stress has always been a barrier to our relationship with food, especially for
people who live in big cities. On a more serious level, it can even causes eating
disorders, physical and mental health problems. There are numerous contributing
factors to stress, but a lot of them are caused by our environment. Constant loud noises
from street traffic, confined space due to high population and the limited time. Even
though there are such a diverse food choices, but in this hectic environment we just
don’t seem to have the appetite and time to fully experience what we eat. In recent
years, the public had a lot of focus on the nutrition factors that can reduce stress.
However, the environmental factors are equally important, and it’s harder for us to
control.

PROPOSAL
In order to reduce stress while eating; first, we need to create a favorable environment.
I’m proposing a possible installment of ‘’stress-free’’ eating areas. I believe more
company workplaces should have their own cafeteria and provide free meals for their
workers. This not only saves time and gives workers motivation to work efficiently, but
also saves money for the company in many ways. So it’s essentially beneficial for both
the company and the workers.

On top of catering meals at their workplaces, we should also be creative with the dinning
space. For example, companies can install sound isolated rooms/floors and hiring jazz
musicians to make the area more relaxing. A mixture of slow paced and smooth jazz
can effectively loosen up our tension and anxiety. Moreover, these areas should have a
capacity limit so it won’t be too crowded.

Moreover, these ‘’stress-free’’ areas should also be visually calming, by putting plants
and colorful art works. It would be even better to install large windows if the location has
a nice view. It makes the space less confined and give people a sense of openness.

Finally, the food itself is also a huge contributor to stress relieve. In the proposed
cafeteria, there should be a variety of food choices, diverse enough to satisfy people
from all over the world. The cafeteria’s menu should be renewed regularly or a monthly
cycle, to give people refreshments and something to look forward to. Furthermore, it is
crucial to include a fruit and salad bar, especially the ones that are rich in antioxidant. It
is scientifically proven to be stress relieving as a long-term matter, plus they are often
very colorful which also contribute to the visual stress relieving factor. With combination
of these elements, I’m certain that it can create an effective stress reducing
environment, and hence, better relationship with food.

Jeremy Lap Hei Hao/ Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School
Image: http://www.discovergoodnutrition.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/shutterstock_278790500.jpg

Image: https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/36/40/6a/36406acb165ef50196fdc5b81b4230f8.jpg



Mindful Recipe
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CONTEXT
Mindful Eating is not only about eating some good food but also includes learning to pay attention on
the activity of ‘eating’ and to understand what and why you are eating. Mindful Eating is one of skills
and a form of meditation that we all need to learn and practice every times we encounter foods. It
reconnects us with our bellies, tastes, emotions and helps us to treat ourselves with compassion and 
kindness in eating. In New York City especially we are privileged to experience all different kinds of 
tastes with different cultures, beliefs and philosophies behind the food. Additional to understanding the
ingredients and the ways that food is cooked, understanding those philosophies and strategies of food
is important while eating mindfully.

PROPOSAL
Mindful Eating starts even when we are preparing before cooking.
Preparing, cooking, and eating are all parts of Mindful Eating.
Recipe is a tool that provide information to people what to cook and how to make a meal.
Additional to knowing the ingredients and instructions, this Mindful Recipe Card also provides how
those ingredients come from so the audience can understand and appreciate them before they are
eating.
It also includes the philosophies beyond the food and allows people to be aware of beliefs and
concepts of the food, so the audience will experience different kinds of mindful eating cultures with the
food.
Through out this visualized recipe, the audience also can easily communicate with the food and learn
about the mindful eating in a more interesting way.

Ji Hyun Park / Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School



PACKAGING DESIGN AFFECT THE RELATIONSHIP OF FOOD
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CONTEXT
How can packaging design affect the relationship of food?
Design is an influential tool that can change people’s perspective on food. Food packaging 
design is one of the most significant aspects of each product. Every product has it’s own 
concept and characteristics to show what kind of food it is. On the packaging, there are 
several information that can be overwhelming for people to absorb. Information such as 
ingredients, nutrition facts, where it’s made, allergy notifications, and expiration dates. This 
informTation tends to be on the back of the product typed in a small text. After doing a survey 
on my friends and family, I found out that many people skips the background information due 
to use of unfamiliar words. Making a well-organized packaging design that tells a story to 
engage with the customers will be very effective in giving knowledge about the food. 
Furthermore, creating a new language regarding food can be achieved by engaging well with 
the buyers. I believe that every part of design is important in telling a story about a certain 
product.

PROPOSAL
I decided to recreate Hawaii Kona coffee bean package design. I chose coffee bean because 
after researching, I noticed that there are various types of design of coffee beans that are 
interesting and attractive but it was not effective in telling a story about the product. 

For this food design project, I chose to tell a story of where, who and how the product was 
made. On the front, there is the title and the illustration of the “Tiki” god mask. I decided to 
include the Hawaii “Tiki” god illustration on the front because it is one of the most famous 
icons of Hawaii. It directly defines the origin of the coffee beans without even reading the title. 
And surrounding the image are small illustrations of the process of how this certain type of 
coffee bean is made. I also included a simple illustration of the person who was in charge of 
each section giving buyers the chance to be more engaged with this product. I believe that 
giving a small insight of the product is incredibly helpful in affecting the relationship of coffee 
beans.

On the back of the design, there is a list of the description of the product. Simple description 
of how it tastes like and background information. The purpose of recreating this product was 
to tell a story for people to be more attracted which can possibly change the taste and 
perspectives of this certain food. Furthermore, the concept of simple and clean design is 
what makes the design convincing.

Kate Kyung Sun Lee / Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School





SYMBIOTIC KITCHEN  

CONTEXT 
 

While women constitute a huge proportion of the food service industry, according to the U.S 
Bureau of Labor Statistic, they make up only 18.5 percent of chefs and head cooks (BLS 
Reports 35). This means that males run the majority of professional kitchens, thus women are 
missing from public cuisine. In an article titled, “Where Are All the Women Chefs?,” author 
– and chef – Margot Henderson examines the difference between men’s and women’s 
approaches to food. Tracing the origins back to the Stone Age, she claims that women, as 
breast-feeders, provide food, while men, as hunters, find a way to dominate food. Thus, as 
she writes, male dominance has transformed kitchens into “laboratories, filled with tools and 
weapons: vacuum packers, sous-vides, probes, and all the other stuff” eliminating the 
instinctive, nurturing side of cooking.  
  
A man cooking in a professional kitchen is to be celebrated. It’s to be oohed and ahed at. The 
competitive nature of these kitchens is used to validate the profession as a high-status activity 
– and ultimately masculine – rather than domestic work of a woman. Women at home are 
expected to cook. As Alice P. Julier explains in Eating Together: Food, Friendship, and 
Inequality, men’s cooking “stands in direct contrast with the daily cooking in the domestic 
sphere associated with women either as wives and mothers or hired domestic help, which is 
taken-for-granted normative activity that is presented as an extension of women’s caring 
work of constructing family life.” 
 
How can we create professional kitchens that encourage and incorporate the historically 
“female” approach to cooking? Ones in which women are encouraged to be themselves 
rather than adhere to the competitive nature of male cooking in order to prove themselves 
worthy. 
 
Instead of separating the professional kitchen from the home kitchen, we should be searching 
for ways to weave the two together. Cooking and eating together is part of human nature. By 
bringing people together on the basis that everyone must eat, the dining table can be used as 
a level playing field to approach some of society’s other pressing gender-based issues.   
  
PROPOSAL: 
What if there was a platform that could serve as this symbolic equalizing dining room 
table? A place where cooks, men and women alike, could discuss those issues and 
stories that start in the kitchen but extend far beyond.  
  
The Symbiotic Kitchen will aspire to fill this void. It will be a online platform for 
the voices of a food revolution, working to weave together both the historically 
instinctive side with the modern professional approach to cooking   
It’s purpose will aim to start meaningful conversations about social justice issues 
within the food industries through open discussion boards, stimulating food 
journalism, personal kitchen stories and histories, and recipes.  
 
 Natasha Price / Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School



How Can We Get People to Choose to Eat and Enjoy Whole Fresh Fruits?
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CONTEXT
In 2011, more than one-third (36%) of adolescents and 38% of adults said they ate fruit less than once 
a day [1]. Nutritionally speaking, fresh whole fruit is the best form of fruit, containing fibre (essential to a 
healthy microbiome), is consumed in much smaller quantities when whole rather than when pressed 
into a high sugar juice, requires no packaging and creates only biodegradable waste. Through the 
application of design, I aim to encourage youth to choose to eat and enjoy whole fresh fruit and in doing 
so, take a step towards forging healthy eating habits by improving upon the relationship they have with 
unprocessed, natural foods. Unhealthy diets are the single biggest cause of obesity and obesity related 
diseases such as diabetes. Empowering youth to take back control of health through initiatives that 
promote engagement and education is key in tackling the obesity epidemic that affects a third of 
children in America [2].

PROPOSAL
The Awesome Apple Adventure is an arcade style vending machine that incites positive change in the 
area of nutrition through engagement and empowerment of youth in a creative, entertaining and 
educational way. Ideal for public exhibition as a working art installation, for use as part of an interactive 
museum piece or as a functioning machine in schools to replace candy machines. 

The Game:
• Player inserts 25c into machine which releases a dynamo crank. 
• Player turns the crank to power sunshine and ‘grow’ the tree 
• Branches open in three growing stages – silvertip, blossom, fruit
• Farmer with watering can tips and waters tree until an apple appears.
• Button flashes on the front of the machine 
• Player presses it releasing the claw to pick up apple. 
• Player deposits apple at the barn 
• The apple rolls down a ramp and into the back of a truck.
• Truck zooms down ramp delivering apple to the fruit shop
• Player selects how they want to apple prepared - spiralled, skinned and cored or cored and cut
• Player opens hatch and removes apple.

Points of Learning:
• Introduction into the role of weather in the growing process through the powering of the sun
• Awareness of the role of farmers in raising plants
• Introduction to three of the stages of apple tree growth – silver tip, blossom and fruit. 
• Awareness of food journey from farm to table seeks to repair the disconnect with real food.

Engagement: 
• The child becomes the player of the game rather than the purchaser of a snack.
• By turning the crank, the player causes the tree to open and in doing so, they are ‘taking part’ in the 

tree growth process. 
• Player actively selects their own apple and the preparation method, physically choosing it rather 

than it being ‘made’ to have it. 

References 
[1] Centre for Disease Control and Prevention / Chronic Disease Overview / Health Risk Behaviours that cause Chronic Diseases / Accessed December 
2016 
[2] National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Disease / Overweight and Obesity Statistics / Oct 2012 / Website

Pamela Palmer / Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School



Rhoda Wong / Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School

CONTEXT

Veganism is a lifestyle or what most people would like to call it, an impossible diet because of all the 
stereotypes and preconceived notions associated with what being vegan is like. Eating vegan means 
eliminating animal products and by-products from your life due to personal, environmental or ethical 
reasons. Some health reasons include reducing the risk of heart diseases, cholesterol and many other 
sicknesses or simply to improve on their physical and mental health. Ethical reasons may involve the 
repulsive methods of slaughtering animals, and environmental reasons may be the eccessive gallons of 
water wasted on overfeeing and injecting hormones into animals. All in all, being vegan is as much of a 
choice as eating ‘normal’. Many think that the choice to eliminate animal products out of one’s diet is 
outrageous for various reasons, however isn’t one’s choice to not eat vegetables, simply because they 
prefer not to, the same? 

The word “vegan” became a category for this one choice and turned into a touchy and controversial 
topic because most people saw the lifestyle only adhering to ‘grass’, ‘rabbit food’ and basically eating 
nothing flavourful. However, it really is the same idea when people are lactose intolerant or simply do 
not like to eat something. It is all by choice. Veganism, whether due to personal health reasons, or the 
bigger enviornmental and cruelty concerns, can be a great diet when one understands and experiences 
the abundance of foods a vegan can eat.

So how can we change the connotations wrapped around being ‘vegan’? Why can we not see it as 
something as simple as ‘I like vegetables and I don't like animal products?’

WHAT IS VEGAN?

PROPOSAL

Due to the immediate negative stereotypes linked to being vegan, I would like to turn the cards around 
and to spark the idea that vegans can eat meat, and all the delicious, classic dishes that are not 
originally vegan.  

I did not want to hand out colorful vegetables and fruits and say ‘Veganism is the best!’, but wanted to 
make it understandable and accessible. Through the satirical poster, I hope to open the eyes of people 
who fear that veganism causes a limited lifestyle. I hope to reveal the possibilities of what vegans 
can eat. The poster conveys the message that being vegan means to adapt and replicate meat eating 
by using non-conventional veggie ingredients. Vegans can enjoy pure and simple raw foods or blended, 
mixed and cooked goodness just like a steak, a beef patty or meatballs with spaghetti. It is not only 
about doing good to the world and to our animals, but feeding our bodies with plant-based foods that 
benefits our organs and satisfies our minds. 

THIS IS VEGAN.
*BELIEVE IT OR NOT. YES, IT IS VEGETABLES.
*YES, YOU READ THAT RIGHT.



INSTRUCTIONS: 
Try picturing a steak. If one experiences 
actual, physiological hunger, then the 
steak will sound very appetizing. On the 
contrary, if one experiences “fake hunger” 
(the eating-out-of-boredom type), the 
steak wouldn’t sound too tempting.
P.S.: If you are vegetarian or vegan, you can 
picture your favorite veggie burger instead.

INSTRUCTIONS: 
Buy yourself a new cookbook that 
features nutritious recipes and you 
think looks appealing (based on the 
pictures, as we eat with our eyes 
first), and try out a new recipe once 
a week until you went through the 
entire cookbook. You can make into a 
fun event by inviting friends or family. 
A!er all, cooking is more fun when in 
company.

INSTRUCTIONS:
It is hard to change ones eating habits, 
but by starting with small and fun steps is 
already a good initiative. Stop eating junk 
and processed food and begin eating who-
le foods that have real ingredients! This is 
the goal. Yet, if this sounds easier than it 
might be for you, not a problem! Start out 
by eating packaged food that has no more 
than 5 ingredients (but chose words you 
can pronounce).

INSTRUCTIONS: 
Develop your own eating plan that you 
will follow during an entire week, followed 
another one the following, and a third 
version the week a!er that one. However, 
each week, try and take away a certain 
food group. For example, during the first 
week, cut out all diary product; the seoncd 
week all grains; and the third week all 
saturated fats. This way you can find out 
how your body reacts to specific foods, as 
well as discover healthier alternatives to 
your regular foods.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Fat doesnt make you fat. It‘s the “bad fats” 
that you should avoid, not only for fat-loss, 
but also for health reasons in general. How 
do you do that without sacrificing the taste 
of your favorite dishes?
In general, use healthy fats from sources 
such as such as olive oil, coconut oil, nuts, 
avocado, etc. and trick your brain by giving 
your creations names such as “crispy fries,” 
as the brain reallly react to these words 
and hence, will make you desire these 
foods even more.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Make a list of your favorite dishes that 
you enjoy cooking and eating so much. 
Additionally, write down a list of foods 
that you enjoy less (probably veggies); 
may it be zucchini, kale, etc. Hence, the 
next time you prepare your favorite dish, 
find out creative ways to integrate at least 
one of your less preferred foods into the 
dish. For instance, add in zucchini to your 
favorite banana bread recipe, or kale to 
your homemade riso"o recipe.

INSTRUCTIONS: 
Drinking water can be fun by integrating 
it to your favorite game. For instance, 
instead of playing beer pong, play “water 
pong,” where you take turns by trying to 
throw your ball into one of the cups at the 
other side of the table. When you succeed 
to throw a ball into a cup, the other person 
gets to drink the water in that cup.

10 
experiments 

to 
c h a l l e n g e 
n u t r i t i o n 

AND 
enjoyment

1 2 3

4 5

6 7

8 9 10

HUNGRY OR BORED?

RESOLUTION?

TOO MUCH SUGAR? GREASY FOODS?

DRINKING ENOUGH?NO VEGGIES?

EMOTIONAL EATING?

MANY INGREDIENTS? CREATURE OF HABIT?

ALTERNATIVES?
INSTRUCTIONS: 

Drink 1/2 cup of your favorite coffee or 
tea with the usual amount of sugar and 
make another 1/2 version of the beverage 
without the sugar. Is it less enjoyable?
Think of it this way: the sugar-free version 
will let you enjoy the different flavors of 
the beverage, while the sugary version will 
hide the amazing taste of the beverage you 
enjoy drinking so much. In fact, sometimes 
we tend to stay in our own customs, leading 
for us to miss out on so many other flavors.

INSTRUCTIONS: 
Think about different activities that make 
you feel happy. Write down a list of these 
activities. The list could go as following: 1) 
Drink a cup of tea, 2) Watch your favorite 
childhood movie AND have a square of 
chocolate. 2) Call your best friend. 3) Go 
for a run, etc.
The next time you feel down and want to 
eat, try one of these activities first, and 
see how they make you feel.

INSTRUCTIONS: 
Write a list of dishes you haven’t tried 
yet (because they are time-consuming 
or because of the misconception that 
“healthier” options might not be as tasty 
as the foods we are used to and grew up 
eating) and do a “new dish day” once a 
week.

10 Experiments to challenge nutrition and enjoyment

Our system is confused and broken, where we eat what is sold to us by the media as “good 
” and “bad” nutrition. But shouldn‘t we be eating the kinds of foods we are supposed to eat, 
based on our own and unique needs? We get constant new info on what is “healthy”  and 
what is not, with assumptions such as “meat gives you cancer” or “fat makes you fat”. No 
wonder we are confused and lost about what we should be putting into our bodies. And so 
the main question is whether there is a better, simpler way to health and wellness? 
In my opinion, there  is no ONE UNIVERSAL guide for everyone, as every persons needs are  
individual to them alone. But what is certain, is that food should not be seen as “the enemy,“ 
but rather be enjoyed. 
Therefore I propse 10 experiments to help individuals challenge their own food habits for the 
better.

Context

The “10 Experiments to challenge nutrition and enjoyment,” as the name already suggests, 
are 10 different experiments people can take in order to help them improve on their eating 
habits. Yet, these experiments are no strict rules or eating guidelines, but more of fun and 
easy suggestions one can follow, as to improve their nutrition (such as consuming less sugar; 
drinking more water; to try out new foods), by offering creative ways on how to reach that. 
Each of the experiments starts with a question, and is followed by “Instructions” that explain 
the experiment.
I believe that these 10 experiments are helpful and appropriate as to change people‘s biases 
on topics of nutrition. Even though every body is different, these 10  experiments offer advice 
that is wide-known and therefore agreed upon, but suggesting it in a simpler, less YOU HAVE 
TO DO IT way.
The experiments encourage individuals to eat health-promoting foods and for example, to 
cut down on added sugars and processed foods, and not to eat out of boredom or when 
emotional, but to really to listen to ones body.
In my opnion, nutrition and enjoyment can coexist, as long as one has the right attitude 
towards eating. Sometimes it‘s even best not to see nutrition as something too strict, and 
definitely not to regard it as something negative. Doing so starts by understanding that, as 
well as wanting to change ones own eating habits. After all, you are the only person who can 
influence your own practices.

Proposal

Roxanna Horn / Food Design 2016, Professor Pdero Reissig / The New School



A GROCERY STORE DESIGNED FOR 
CHILDREN
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CONTEXT

What	is	enjoying	about	food?	How	can	you	interest	kids	to	healthy	food?	These	questions	are	where	I	started	to	

my	project.		

Creating	an	environment	where	your	kids	can	make	healthy	nutritional	choices	is	one	of	the	most	important	

steps	you	can	take	to	ensure	the	health	of	your	child.	In	my	interviews,	I	found	out	that	parents	tell	me	that	they	

feel	guilty	about	their	children's	diets;	they	know	how	important	it	is	to	feed	their	kids	healthy	foods,	but	they're	

just	not	sure	how	to	do	it.	They	are	telling	that	it	is	hard	to	make	a	kid	interested	in	healthy	foods	when	they	are	

all	unhealthy	junk	food	advertisements	at	TV.	By	using	the	correct	method	your	family	can	develop	a	positive	

relationship	with healthy	food.	Here	are	5	tips	for	getting	children	to	eat	healthy	food	and	form	wise	nutritional	

habits.										

1.Focus	on	color																							

2.Introduce	new	foods	slowly

3.Use	fun	names

4.Serve	it	differently

5.Involve	their	in	food	selection	and	preparation

I	decided	to	focus	on	the	fifth	point	which	is	involving	them	to	the	process. Taking	children	to	grocery	stores,	

keeping	them	involved	in	the	process.	Letting	them	pick	one	or	two	new	things	each	trip	that	they	think	they	

would	like	to	try are	both	important	ways	to	teach	them	about	good	food	choices	and	makes	healthy	food	more	

fun.	With	younger	kids,	point	out	the	names	of	the	produce.	Use	produce	to	practice	colors	since	there	are	so	

many	different	colors	and	types.	With	older	children	you	can	talk	to	them	about	why	a	certain	fruit	or	vegetable	

is	good	for	you	in	a	non-threatening	way.	(i.e.	carrots	are	good	for	your	eyes).	Appeal	to	their	developing	

reasoning	skills.

PROPOSAL

However,	I’m	one	of	the	first	to	admit	how	much	I	dislike	taking	my	kids	to	the	grocery	store.	With	two	nephews	

who	are	four	and	seven	I’m	more	then	familiar	with	the	difficulties	you	face	when	you	take	a	kid	to	a	grocery	

store.	Meltdowns,	spilled	food,	lost	children,	so	many	potential	pitfalls.	And	then	there	are	the	critical	stares	or	

even	comments	from	other	shoppers.

That’s	why	I	proposing	a	grocery	store	designed	for	parents	with	kids.	Somewhere	which	they	can	spend	time	

together	and	a	place	that	parents	can	teach	to	prefer	healthy	food	instead	of	junk	food. Behavioral	issues	occur	
at	the	grocery	store	mostly	because	children	are	either	bored	or	they're	overstimulated	by	the	lights,	people,	

and	noise	found	there.	This	store	gives	children	an	active	role	at	shopping.	Everything	will	be	suitable	size	for	

kids	so	they	can	feel	that	the	atmosphere	is	made	for	them,	this	will	provide	them	to	feel	comfortable.	They	will	

be	able	to	find	items	on	the	grocery	list	or	weigh	produce.	Moreover,	the	design	of	the	store	will	remind	a	farm	

and	they	will	even	be	able	to	pull	of	some	vegetables	from	ground	to	complete	the	experience.	This	place	will	

give	parents	a	peaceful	chance	to	shop	and	teach	kids	about	healthy	food.

Sandra Antebi/ Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School





The Non-Profit Restaurant That Could Be
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CONTEXT

The	farm	to	table	movement,	a	movement	that	promotes	serving	locally	sourced	foods	in	restaurants	and	
cafeterias,	plays	a	huge	role	in	the	culinary	world	today.	It	encourages	people	to	value	the	quality	of	their	food	
over	convenience.	The	movement	also	provides	a	healthier	and	more	environmentally	friendly	alternative	to	
processed	foods,	which	have	been	linked	to	serious	health	problems	such	as	high	blood	pressure,	heart	disease,	
and	diabetes.	There	are	many	restaurants	who	dedicate	their	work	to	promoting	this	movement,	however,	
unfortunately	these	restaurants	are	also	usually	very	high	priced.	The	prices	that	are	reflected	in	farm-to-table	
restaurants,	portray	the	movement	as	one	that	is	way	too	expensive	and	unaffordable	for	the	majority	of	
people.	As	a	result,	people	tend	to	choose	to	eat	at	a	restaurant	that	sources	their	food	from	wherever	is	least	
expensive,	as	opposed	to	restaurants	that	source	locally	and	seasonally,	simply	because	of	the	cost.	After	further	
researching	through	interviews,	it	became	very	clear	to	me	that	the	majority	of	the	population	would	like	to	eat	
at	restaurants	that	support	local	farms	and	cook	with	fresh	ingredients,	however	did	not	think	they	would	be	
able	to	afford	that	regularly.	

PROPOSAL

In	recognizing	that	several	farm-to-table	restaurants	are	too	expensive	and	exclusive,	I	propose	to	create	a	non-
profit	restaurant	that	sources	food	locally,	while	aiming	to	provide	quality	ingredients	for	people	of	all economic	
backgrounds.	Firstly,	the	restaurant	will	operate	similarly	to	how	a	co-op	does;	people	can	work	a	certain	
amount	of	hours	either	on	the	farm	(located	right	behind	the	restaurant	itself)	or	in	the	restaurant,	in	order	to	
get	credit	towards	food	available	at	the	restaurant.	This	means	that	everyone	from	the	dishwasher,	to	the	
prepping	cook,	to	a	server,	have	the	opportunity	to	eat	the	locally	grown	food	as	well.	Of	course	if	a	customer	
prefers	to	just	dine	in	the	restaurant,	and	not	work	for	the	food,	they	are	also	welcomed.	Secondly,	I	propose	a	
restaurant	where	prices	are	transparent	and	directly	shown	to	customers.		I	do	not	want	any	customers	to	
question	where	their	money	is	going,	or	why	they	are	paying	a	certain	price	for	their	food.	All	of	the	menu	items	
will	list	a	breakdown	of	their	price,	including	the	labor	cost	of	bringing	that	dish	literally	from	the	restaurant’s	
farm	to	the	table.	Going	along	with	the	theme	of	transparency,	I	do	not	want	anything	hidden	in	the	restaurant,	
specifically	the	kitchen.	As	a	part	of	understanding	and	truly	believing	that	we	can	eat	locally	grown	food,	
customers	should	be	able	to	visually	witness	the	food	that	is	being	grown	outside	of	the	restaurant	and	then	
cooked.	Therefore,	the	kitchen	will	be	open	in	the	restaurant,	towards	the	back.	There	will	of	course	be	
separations	for	certain	health	requirements,	however	people	will	still	be	able	to	see	the	cooks,	the	dishwasher,	
and	even	the	trash/compost	bins.	I	understand	that	people	will	not	want	to	dine	directly	next	to	the	garbage,	
however	the	restaurant	is	one	large	open	room	without	any	wall	separations.	The	backside	of	the	restaurant	has	
large	glass	windows,	similar	to	a	greenhouse	style,	so	that	those	who	are	inside	the	restaurant	either	eating	or	
working,	can	see	those	other	workers	on	the	farm	behind	them.	Once	again,	there	is	nothing	to	hide	because	
the	farm	to	table	experience	is	something	I	find	truly	beautiful	and	worth	sharing	with	everyone.	

Victoria Riker/ Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School



Normalizing Alternative Eating Personas: 
Conquering  the Restaurant Space
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CONTEXT
   In the past couple of years alternative diets have been brought into 
mainstream culture. No longer are diets, such as gluten-free and veganism 
seen as strange and hippy living. I recall being introduced to the vegan diet in 
high school and mentally making a note to myself that one day I would 
transition to that lifestyle. Now a few years later I am living in the lifestyle and 
trying to understand and imagine a space for alternative diets to flourish in. 
When I was first thinking about making the transition I worried about how 
accessible this lifestyle would be for a young African American women in 
college. Everyone wants to be able to attend social outings such as a meal 
with acquaintances, but those with dietary restrictions can feel isolated. Food 
is suppose to create and strengthen relationships not seclude. This was the 
foundation for the legislation I hope to propose.

PROPOSAL
       As a way to try to resolve this issue of access and normalization I thought it 
could be helpful to imagine what a world where all alternative diets have 
become standard possibilities in the consumption of food. How might this 
look? I am suggesting legislations that would help with the normalization of all 
food diets that are known to have restrictions. Under this legislation it would be 
a requirement for all New York City restaurants with a minimum of 1500 
square feet, must provide the basic standards of food that can be consumed 
regardless of ones diet.  These foods would be prohibited under all major diets 
(i.e vegan, gluten-free, lactovegetarian, Halal, I-tal, Moronism, etc..)  When 
comparing all of these diets there was this underlying acceptance of most 
vegetables and fruits. Through examining these diets, we can have a set 
grouping of foods that can be the standard for accessible food for all diets. 
Water, greens and fruits are some of the few foods that allow for people of 
almost all dietary restrictions can allow. These are foods that provide nutrients 
that the body can thrive on but are also foods of substance.This legislation is 
hopes to make New York City’s restaurants and foolscap as diverse and rich 
as the city itself is. Diversifying the city’s food dialogue.

Camilla Johnson / Food Design 2016, Professor Pedro Reissig / The New School



EASY ACCESS MEAL – QUICK EAT
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CONTEXT		
It is harder for college students to eat healthy due to lack of time and money. Many students opt for 
what is cheap and convenient even though the majority of the students know how to eat healthily, but 
aren’t motivated to or don’t want to spend money on healthy food. For students, eating isn’t always a 
top priority. From my experience, I believe stress takes a big part of eating habits. College students are 
more exposed to these situations because they are encountering levels of stress and schedule that 
they’ve never experienced before, and students often use food as a coping mechanism. Stressful 
situations affect the self-control mechanism in our brain making more prone to unhealthy but a tastier 
option. Some people will want to eat more, and some people’s appetites will completely disappear. 
Stress can be correlated with a decrease in intake of fruit and vegetables but increase in the intake of 
fatty and sugary foods. People’s overall food consumption decrease because they choose to eat foods 
that are higher in caloric value. For those individuals who lost their appetites will simply not eat. A lack 
of caloric intake hinders cognitive abilities like memory, leads to unhealthy weight loss which can 
drastically weaken the immune system. An individual who eats more when stressed tends to eat 
quickly, without experiencing the food. A distracted multi-tasker usually overeats since he/she is 
disconnected with the feeling of hunger and fullness. There are lists of solutions mentioned by 
professionals on how to fix bad eating habits caused by stress. But none of the solutions from the list 
are convenient. What students need is something healthy, but cheap that can be easily accessible. 

PROPOSAL

Quick Eat is designed to be placed various places over the city, concentrating on school campuses and 
dorms to offer the easy accessible meal at a low price. The idea originated from vending machine that 
is easily found all over New York. 

There are two types of machines for Quick Eat. One will only offer snacks and drinks that are low in 
calories and sugar such as nut-mix, dried fruits, tea-based beverages, and fruit drinks. On the other 
one, it will offer meals. The product won’t be like restaurant meal but more like reheated frozen food 
that several five-star hotels use for late night room service meals. Each meal is carefully put together 
with the natural and healthy ingredient that college students opt out. Variety of the meal will change 
depending on the season, but it will offer at least 4-5 different choices and at least three types of salads 
for those who have allergies or specific food requirements.The meal that requires heating will be 
automatically heated and served be ready to eat with utensils. 

Each meal will be around three dollars, which can be achieved through no use of external packaging. 
Every meal will be replaced when expiration date approaches and ones that are left will be given to 
people in need. 

                                      Kate Han / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School
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GHETTO GASTRO

CONTEXT		
Living in a controlled, system-oriented society, it may seem like a lot of our systemic societal issues are too big 
for us to change alone. This is why there has been an increasing number of collectives forming under common 
interests, working toward specific goals. Together, we can change more. Issues within the food industry and its 
systems intersect socio-economic and environmental issues, seeming impossible to approach the root of the 
problem without dismantling our capitalist economy. The obsession with abundance, perfection, and the 
uneven distribution of food has resulted in food waste, food discrimination, and food desserts-- issues that 
plague low-income communities especially. Google defines the word ghetto as: a part of a city, especially a 
slum area, occupied by a  minority group or groups. Global ghettoes are a result of a problematic economic 
system. Bronx-based creative culinary collective Ghetto Gastro is one group who has experienced both these 
issues first hand and are working toward finding solutions within the community to share the globe. Their 
mission is simple: “To bring the Bronx to the world and bring the world to the Bronx.” As Ghetto Gastro founder, 
Jon Gray has stated in an interview with kaleidoscope Magazine, “There’s gold to be mined in the hood.” 
Ghetto Gastro not only “operates at the intersection of food, art, design, and music,” but is  working to 
“empower and inspire people and really generate the economy in the neighborhood.”
	
	

PROPOSAL	
Ghetto Gastro, made up of four main members: Pierre Serrao, Jon Gray, Malcolm Livingston, and Lester 
Walker, is progressing the food design and entertainment industry by creating narrative experiences in curated 
spaces. Depending on the client or collaborator, Ghetto Gastro creates a menu that builds a story with lingo, 
flavor, and texture. Beyond the food, Ghetto Gastro fuses their aesthetic with the theme or visual concept of the 
event space. Their use of symbolic tablescaping, packaging, and artistic design of plating and presentation 
gives guests an experience with food that exists around them-- not just on the plate. Making cultural references 
by remixing ethnic cuisine native to the Bronx like Caribbean, Afro-American, Latin, Korean, to name a few, 
recreates a diverse palette everyone should appreciate and digest. 

Being experienced, internationally- trained chefs, Ghetto Gastro attracts an upscale clientele who are removed 
from the food disparity that exists in areas like the Bronx. By seeming like a juxtaposition  when existing in the 
“high-brow” spaces they usually work in, Ghetto Gastro brings their authentic, unapologetic presence, carving 
out a space for blackness, and developing relationships with those who have the resources to help live out their 
mission. The collective’s interactions with multiple creative  industries are cultural and creative exchanges. 
Ghetto Gastro describes their cuisine as “postmodern world cuisine,” dishes that are inspired by their 
childhoods, created using techniques and flavors inspired by their travels. A popular menu item is “Triple C’s,” 
an appetizer made with cornbread, crab, and caviar. Another Ghetto Gastro staple is the “Phatty,” a West 
Indian style plant based patty made with chickpeas, sweet potatoes, and curry. The collective utilizes their 
global experience to share with others, unifying food industry professionals, foodies, and folks in hoods around 
the world. This cuisine’s ever-evolving fusion of flavors and techniques creates a thematic flavor profile that 
gives the eater a sensory euphoric experience, strengthen their relationship with food.  

With Ghetto Gastro only being six years old in 2018, their accomplishments have garnered growing attention. 
The collective is currently strategizing ways to amplify their message to get to a point where they can be a 
present force in the community, inspire change on the streets and in the kitchen, and potentially spread a 
movement of becoming knowledgeable culturally and economically active in the progress of our own 
communities. Ghetto Gastro is an embodiment of collective creativity uniting the necessary mediums of life in 
order to inspire culture, enact change, empower disenfranchised communities, and aspire for mental, physical, 
and spiritual health. 
											
	

																																					 Carly Heywood / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School



EDIBLE REMEDIES
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CONTEXT		
What do you do when a loved one becomes sick? When you are afar and compassion is all you have to 
give, how do you convey that you care and be supportive on a day-to-day basis without actually being 
there? 

These are the questions that cross my mind everyday, since the day I found out my mom had cancer. 
The guilt of not being present at home to take care of my mom weighs down on me constantly, but 
moving forward is part of what I have to give to make her feel that things can go on despite her illness. 
If I was home, I would cook her a meal with the best quality ingredients from the farmer’s market in the 
same way she would cook for me whenever I was sick. But because I’m not home, I have become 
more aware of the alternative forms of nourishment that can be absorbed through whole food 
supplements. Despite my understanding of this, I struggle to get my mom to understand the 
significance of these powders that have no taste and no immediate effects in the way that her chemo-
drugs do.

In a broader sense, the significance of a home-cooked meal has been lost to the instinctual gesture of 
giving and receiving a get-well card. Despite it serving as a function of support, it has become 
commodified—consequently empty in meaning and wasteful in abundance. How can we return to the 
notion of food as a means to feel better and get better? Food has the potential to heal, detoxify and 
fight illness. Consumed excessively or processed beyond recognition, it can bring about the worst of 
irreversible maladies. This duality between food as medicine and food as poison presents both a 
challenge and an opportunity. There is no shortage of information on the ways we can prevent and 
restore our health through food. The challenge is accessing, navigating and absorbing that information 
in a sustainable and compelling way—and having the motivation and support system to do so. The 
challenge is transforming food into something transportable, yet illuminating.  

PROPOSAL
Edible Remedies is a nourishing, transportable source of emotional and physical healing. A 
personalized blend of whole foods is encased in a seaweed-based packaging, the size of one’s palm. 
Each sachet is adorned with words of kindness crafted by the giver, so that each Edible Remedy can 
be designed to meet the nutritional and emotional needs of a loved one. Sachets come in threes, 
packaged inside sustainable beeswax envelopes that can be teared apart and unfolded into three 
squares of reusable, food safe wrapping. There are no wasted elements of this product as everything is 
edible, reusable, dissolvable or compostable.

Edible Remedies is readily accessible in everyday places, where people procure their food and 
medicine – convenient stores, pharmacies and hospitals. When your loved one is sick and you want to 
make them feel better, you can write your own “get-well” message to adorn an Edible Remedy that also 
contains a personalized blend of nutrients that are crafted to alleviate the symptoms they might be 
experiencing. These blends are not synthetic – they are dehydrated forms of whole foods that healt 
through nutrient infustions, rather than man-made chemicals. The Edible Remedies can be sent by mail 
or gifted by hand, with three heart-felt messages encased in beeswax packaging. The receiver of the 
gift unfolds it to drink with warm water over the course of a week. The seaweed-based sachet is placed 
in a mug or bowl, water is poured over as it dissolves into a warming drink. Edible Remedies are taken 
alongside prescribed medicine as support—the symptoms of cancer treatment are far from easy, and 
Edible Remedies not only include the supplements to boost immunity, but also the loving emotional 
support that is never so much asked for as it is needed. 

                                 Phoebe Tran / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Packaging to Progress

Guiding Question:	
How do we better understand the disconnect and thereby reconnect the person to the food?
In recent years we have had a food production industry which has developed in one direction and an 
understanding of what food is to us, going in a separate direction. I feel it is an important next step to 
reconnect and understand how and why we consume what we consume. From the shopping aisle in 
the grocery store to the cupboard where we decide on our meal choices and the why we handle the 
product to the way we perceive it. In a sense, if we feel a certain connection to the product, we are 
more likely to keep it close and consume it. Familiarity plays a big role in in our comfort with our 
choices. If we choose to try something new, it is most likely because this has been recommended to us 
– through paid advertisement or through word of mouth. In any case, this familiarity is one comfort. 
Another point of comfort might be: simplicity and clear message. Packaging design can be very 
influential in the moment initial introduction and shelf display. How do we stand out and make a great 
first impression on the person shopping for a food product?
After the initial pitch of getting the food product in the hands of the buyer, we must consider the choice 
to consume the product and keep an interest in it while in the kitchen, make it a habitual choice and 
insure the purchase will be repeated. 

PROPOSAL
My proposal for PDP revolves around a new design for a Granola product.
Initially I would want the consumer to be interested in the food and I propose a packaging design which has a 
different shape from all other Granola brands on the marked. I understand that there’s a certain proven 
formula for how cereal is displayed and packaged (square boxes packs easily and fits shelf size/ width/ 
height) – but say we challenge the shape, the new variations may force the supermarket to have different 
setup, rather than merely row and rows of boxes.
Having Provoked interest in this food, we can have the buyer look a Little closer to inspect the validity of the 
product. I believe it is important to be able to see the product and not an image of representation as on most 
cereal boxes.
Branding includes logo, message, design and accessibility, and while we get the option to choose this 
product, we need a consumer to become a repeat costumer as to maintain financially viable in the food 
production. For the design to be successful, we need the following:
• Availability
• Interest and awareness
• Understanding and information
• Comfort and clarity
• Convenience and desire for more

I have designed a product packaging which will stand out from the products available, and will intrigue the 
consumer. I would like to project the message of health, honesty but also precious and exciting product. I 
would like the packaging to look great on the shelf in the store but equally be of use and look great on the 
dining table at home where one would have it on the table as a display case. Shaped like the grain the 
granola consists of, the packaging of my granola would indicate a connection to nature and make the FARM 
TO TABLE trend, farm ON table.
We all know raw clean ingredients are so much better for us than processed foods and I big dilemma when 
chooses are made is the time saving in the preparation. We may feel rushed and with a hectic schedule it can 
be hard to make meals as we ideally would eat. I propose a solution for this as a sticker/ tag or wrapping on 
very basic vegetables which could be cooked individually and in it self make a great easy meal. Once you 
know how to handle it,- the mystery is gone and a baked eggplant/ roasted squash/ microwaved steamed 
cauliflower is as easy as frozen peas. If the vegetables come peeled (like we have baby carrots) - the 
cabbage shredded etc.,- we may very easily change our eating habits. And even if we pay a little extra for the 
added prep work, it is worth the price as the benefit is better health, greater product and honest ingredients. 

	
                    Anne Sophie Boesen / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School

Conven'onal	
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they	offer	li1le	
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Packaging	can	say	
something	about	the	

product	without	words	or	
with	very	clear	statement	

	
	Using	an	unusual	

design,	I	create	a	
granola	container	
to	stand	out	
amongst	other	
products.	This	
design	doubles	as	
a	bowl	to	use	
when	using	the	
product	on	the	
table	and	can	be	
resealed	aFer	use.	

The	design	is	meant	to	represent	the	connec'on	to	the	grain,	being	
the	main	ingredient.	The	buyer	will	get	the	message	about	product	
–	in	addi'on,	there’s	peepholes	into	the	product	itself.	

Currently	we	have	op'ons	on	the	marked	which	
makes	it	easy	for	the	consumer	to	prepare	
vegetables	like	steaming	them	inside	the	bag	
they	are	sold.	If	we	make	a	tag-	label	with	a	
super	simple	1-2	step	for	prepara'on	it	would	
likely	sell	very	easily	to	the	fast	pace	human	of	
our	'me.	



Interactive Packaging 
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CONTEXT

Guiding question: How does packgaing and labelling influence people’s food choices?

Modern day food packaging overuses health-promoting vocabulary to encourage purchase while not 
displaying clear nutritional values. The trend in food today is healthy eating, backed up by words such 
as ‘organic’, ‘sugar/fat-free’ and ‘gluten free’, while on the back of the packaging the product includes 
substituting substances that can’t be considered healthy. For example the product may be sugar free 
but it can still include aspartame, which tricks our brain and ultimately leads to sugar craving. Also such 
labelling can cause misunderstanding by demonizing certain ingredient and make consumers Tto only 
see one side of it. This can  misconception about food to young adults and especially growing children, 
when they already start requesting for certain type of food in the age of 2, influenced by TV 
advertisement. Therefore It is important to educate people since young about the nutritional facts right 
and understand how substances are processed in our bodies, helping people to make the best decision 
for themselves.	

PROPOSAL
What are the visual strategies to educate people through interacting packaging? How can information 
be transferred to the customers visually?

Children watch TV since when they are young. People are surrounded by advertisement on social 
media on their phones and laptops. The advertisements only focus on one or certain trend. Since we 
can’t change companies/industries’ trend, it is important for us to learn and teach children about making  
decision. One way is to put information in a reader friendly form on where people can easily see. If I 
were to design a clean label for a cereal box I would put infographics about sugar/sweeteners since the 
back of the cereal box has a big enough space to display the information. In addition, not only 
educating about chemistry but also mentioning where the food came from and its production process is 
also important in order to teach how to respect different food culture and ethical producing process.

                                      Yujin Son / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School



	
A BETTER LIFESTYLE AND DIET FOR FRESHMEN
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CONTEXT 

Stressfulness associated with new life among students in their first year usually leads to weight gain. 
This weight gain condition is referred to as “Freshman 15”. Normally, many attribute poor lifestyle choices 
and disordered ways of eating as the main causes of this condition. However, there are other food 
factors that contribute largely to “Freshman 15” such as food availability, use of junk foods, desire for 
foods, sugar and fat, and having wrong information about foods. Although many students try hard to 
prevent excessive weight gain, limitations in terms of the available food forces them to rely on the 
available foods. Therefore, misinformation about food, its availability, and having different intentions food 
leads to wrong use of foods and unintended consequences.

PROPOSAL
“Freshmen 15” is the case of students adding weight during their freshman year due to bad 

dietary habits and I’m intent on helping solve this problem through several approaches that include 
among other things redesigning the plate and providing healthier food options to the students. 

I am of the opinion that the current plates are far too big, and as a result students order a lot of 
food unconsciously. That’s why I propose a flat plate that is divided into three parts, a section for each of 
the three food categories. I also think that a flat decorate plate can lead people into becoming 
vegetarians.

I believe that eating styles are habits and therefore when it comes to “Freshmen 15”, our school 
café can teach students about the different food categories to know what they are eating and this way 
they will eat healthier meals. I also think that if there were categories of food classes, then it would be 
easier for them to choose the kind of food that they would wish to have. Since our school was named the 
New School, I want to name the cafeteria The New Café as this would symbolize a new dining style, plus 
new food choices designed for faculties who can come and enjoy delicious meals sourced from different 
parts of the world at affordable prices. Students especially the freshmen will get a lot of help to build a 
healthier dining system and have a positive lifestyle in the new school.

I also want to design self-service order lines in the café and have students choose foods from 
each food category, and to have the cooking visible through the window so that students can be sure of 
the food quality and see what is being served to them. A seasonal booklet would also be provided freely. 
It would have updated information on newest healthy diets on offer at the cafe. The staff would also have 
chest cards with names so that the students can vote for their best worker so that the café can hire better 
people to serve students.

																																																	Yang Zou / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

		
	
		

		

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Example	of	the	Food	Label	idea.	

Sketches	of	the	serving	plate	and	“To	go	box”.	

The	New	Cafe	self-service	order	line	mock-up	



Food Re-creation Center

CONTEXT 

Guiding Question: How to deal with food addiction and not get addicted again

Addiction to junk food is something that should be considered and dealt with seriously. Most people do 
not think too much of it until they actually notice what’s going on. However, by then, you’d probably 
already be far too into the addiction that you will have to work extremely hard to come out of it. Research 
shows that the reason why we fall into a food addiction is because our taste bud becomes accustomed to 
the sweets and junk food that we constantly eat. After continuously eating those kinds of food, our brain 
actually starts to crave them more and more. So all in all, if one continues to eat junk food, it’ll start to 
become an addiction. However, if one learns and goes through the process of trying to stop eating them, 
you will be able to overcome it and truly enjoy the good things about healthy food. You will start to see 
the beauty of the health benefits and the taste of healthy food. Therefore, I have decided to make a food 
gym. Just like any other gym out there, but this one is for food and “exercising” your mind to make better 
choices in the future.

PROPOSAL
The Food Recreation Center is meant to help those with food addiction. This gym will be a place to 
basically practice your eating habits and will be a social place where other people are struggling with the 
same situation. The main purpose of the gym is to support those who are going through the same 
problem and make them feel comfortable and hopeful about it overcoming their food addiction.

The gym will include different venues all around the gym. There is a first floor and second floor; the first 
floor will be for the general basis that covers on what you hope to learn more about and the second floor 
will be the physical/activity floor. The entire gym will be filled with music to make it feel upbeat and 
energetic. There will be professional personal coaches where the people can interact with who know 
their nutritions and food. The dress code should be a sporty feel or even casual, however, you are going 
to sweat a bit because you’re going to be active in this gym. The main 3 points will be connected with the 
dotted lines upon walking into the gym. The first venue will be meeting/greeting and introducing one’s 
self. Each person will get a name tag and a water bottle. The second venue will be a spot where people 
will try on a 20lb suit to get a feel of how it actually feels to gain 20lbs. The third venue will be called, 
“Healthy Start” and this stand will be a spot to take a bite of all things healthy. It’s like a mini tasting 
stand. After those 3 venues, you’ll be free to roam around the entire gym to see what other venues are 
included in the gym. 

The venues on the first floor will be: a spot to try and learn about different healthy cultured foods from 
around the world, giving out small planners per week with healthy foods per day, take a test to know what 
foods go well with your body and what doesn’t depending on your digestive system, eating with your 
fingers in different ways (in different cultures, people do eat with their fingers). On the second floor, the 
venues that will be included will be: activities to get to know other people around you/scheduling with a 
personal coach, take a small workout class to get your heart pumping, a challenge to see if you can 
chew your food more than at least 15 times (one is actually supposed to chew a lot at once to help make 
yourself feel more full), yoga with junk food staring back at you (I purposely put the junk food in for the 
temptation measurements of oneself), and try drinking the given water bottle from the entrance (the 
whole water bottle would be good, if not at least half). If people drink 1 or 2 cups 30 minutes before their 
meal, it helps them feel full and eat less. Before leaving, there will be an exit center where you can let us 
know if the recreation center helped re-create your mind and what we can improve on. Also, you can 
write down your email to schedule another time you will be able to visit the Food Re-creation Center. 
These venues should help those who walk in looking for a change in their mindset and be able to walk 
out with a better grasp of what to do to help themselves. 

																																       Sarah Kim / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School

1ST	FLOOR	

2ND	FLOOR	



Context:		
	
Guiding	ques>on:	

“What	role	could	the	school	cafeteria	play	to	support	kids	in	crea5ng	a	be8er	rela5onship	with	food”?	

Research	shows	that	obesity	rates	among	children	keep	rising.	The	school	cafeteria	offers	children	few	opportuni'es	to	
make	be1er	choices	in	the	lunchroom.	Although	educa'on	around	healthy	foods	and	making	be1er	choices	in	school	
has	become	available,	it	has	done	li1le	to	solve	some	of	the	issues	the	medical	community	seems	to	be	concerned	with.	
Part	of	the	problem	is	that	the	curriculum	designed	to	teach	children	about	nutri'on	oFen	focuses	on	calories	alone.	
This	does	not	take	into	account	that	children’s	opinions	and	views	about	food	don’t	just	come	from	the	classroom.		
Some	of	their	percep'ons	about	food	come	from	ea'ng	rituals	that	are	observed	at	home,	tradi'ons	that	have	been	
passed	down	from	genera'on	to	genera'on	help	to	shape	what	foods	kids	enjoy	ea'ng	and	why.		Kids	also	strive	to	eat	
what	their	peers	are	ea'ng.	They	phycological	need	to	fit	in	can	be	instrumental	when	children	are	faced	with	making	a	
choice	about	what	to	eat.	Although	the	situa'on	sounds	bleak,	it	need	not	be.		

Children	spend	over	7	hours	a	day	in	school.	Perhaps	schools	can	do	more	that	just	teach	about		healthy	foods	and	
calories.		They	can	show	kids	what	it	is	like	to	have	a	be1er	rela'onship	with	it.	The	school	cafeteria	oFen	conjures	up	
unpleasant	memories	for	people.	Many	school	cafeterias	are	gray,	smelly,	and	most	offer	no	clues	that	actual	food	gets	
cooked	or	prepared	there.	If	you	were	to	compare	photos,	the	school	cafeteria	and	a	prison	cafeteria	are	almost	
iden'cal	in	design.	The	lunchroom	is	a	great	place	to	start,	when	trying	to	support	kids	to	having	a	be1er	rela'onship	
with	food.		

\Proposal:	
What	if	the	school	cafeteria	was	a	place	that	was	colorful,	with	vibrant	signs	of	plant	life	everywhere.	
The	tables	were	round	to	encourage	conversa'on.	The	chairs	and	walls	would	be	bright	and	colorful.		

The	kitchen	would	be	visible.	The	were	would	be	sounds	of	sizzle	and	splat,	all	evidence	that	food	is	
being	prepared	fresh	for	kids.		Also	visible	would	be	the	garden	outside	of	the	cafeteria.	The	children	
would	care	for	this	garden.	All	would	take	turns	watering	it,	pruning	it	.	When	the	food	was	ready,	the	
children	could	pick	from	that	garden	and	bring	it	to	the	kitchen	to	watch	their	food	being	prepared.		This	
would	encourage	children	to	eat	seasonally	and	obviously	locally	which	is	be1er	not	only	for	health	
reasons	but	for	the	environment	as	well.	For	the	cafeteria	that	doesn't	benefit	from	sunny	weather	year	
round,	Hydroponic	gardens	could	be	placed	in	In	the	middle	of	the	cafeteria.	Children	would	s'll	care	for	
and	help	create	dishes.	All	this	would	help	children	understand	how	food	is	grown	and	prepared.		The	
goal	would	be	to	help	kids	understand	that	ea'ng	real	food	involves	all	of	your	senses	“	sight,	sound,	
taste,	smell,	touch”.		Children	watch	their	parents	oFen	ea'ng	in	the	car.	Ea'ng	is	oFen	rushed	and	
comes	in	very	neat	and	fancy	packaging.	Most	of	the	way	we	eat	is	very	sterile.	By	this	I	mean	that	most	
have	no	idea	where	our	food	comes	from	and	how	it	is	prepared.	There	is	a	disconnect	between	the	
brain	and	our	diges've	track.	Watching	everyone	ea'ng	on	the	run	robs	children	of	the	very	basic	
principles	of	ea'ng.	Simple	things	like	slowing	down	and	chewing	your	food.	Teaching	children	that	
ea'ng	is	a	social	act	and	to	savor	every	bite	because	these	are	the	fruits	of	their	labor.	Children	need	to	
learn	not	only	what	to	eat,	but	how	to	eat.	Studies	show	that	when	children	are	involved	in	the	prepping	
and/or	the	prepara'on	of	food,	they	are	more	likely	to	try	new	foods.	The	lunch	room	is	a	great	place	to	
begin	learning	these	life	lessons.		

visible	kitchen		

growing	
hydroponic	
plants	year	
round	

visible	summer	gardens.	
	Children	care	for,	pick	and	prepare	
food	from	the	garden	

round	tables		
encourage		
conversa>on	

Rose O’Donoghue / Food Design 2017, Prof.Pedro Reissig/ The New School 

The Lunch Break Café

Slow	Down	

Chew	your	
Food	

Have	Fun	

Know	where	your	food	comes	from	

play'me	in	the	garden		



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

NEED LESS DO MORE

�
	
	
	
	
CONTEXT 
Billions of dollars are spent every year by big food on mass marketing in various forms, including social 
media. This contributes to consumerism and the “status” Americans seek. Consumerism is the theory 
that an increasing expenditure on goods is economically desirable. Increase in status is said to have a 
direct impact on happiness, when in reality is does little for emotional well being. Because 
Consumerism and status are two major contributing factors for individuals and their desire to purchase 
larger options, society needs reminded that bigger is not better, and empty space is indeed beautiful.

PROPOSAL
Positive affirmations and quotations are in contrast to the negative effects of consumerism and status so 
those who partake in this viscous status cycle can see the cause and effects thus the overall impact on 
the environment. This FDP is a possible solution to ending the bigger is better mentality to food/status/
and consumerism mentality. Mindless consumption turns into excessive consumption which results in 
less contentment. By reminding the consumer with positive affirmations on a package design, they will be 
encouraged to make responsible purchases, and waste less. This would be a value added social 
exchange between the designer and consumer. The end result will be to decrease the over purchasing 
and consumption with that of Americans. This will result in an individual who has a less is better 
mentality, eventually having a drastic positive result on our food environment. By consuming less, we will 
not be status seeking and our relationship with food will be drastically improved.

																																				Christina Murray / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School

EMPTY SPACE IS BEAUTIFUL �

“�

“It is preoccupation with possessions, more than 
anything else, that prevents us from living freely and 

nobly.” – Henry David Thoreau�



WACO: The Revolutionary Lunchbox

space for images

CONTEXT		
While food is a basic human necessity to function and survive, for many, food is eaten to excess and 
over consumed. Having never faced agricultural hardship, Americans have never had to base their 
diets off of survival, but instead it’s been largely influenced by luxury, excess, and splurging. After WWII, 
an influx of wealth hit America and as a result, Americans started to grow the mindset of pursuing 
“bigger and better”. The American Dream and other similar marketing tactics had arisen and it wasn’t 
just the cars and houses that got bigger, but the food and people as well. Fast food chains started to 
pop up with the alluring status of convenience and affordable food and with food being so cheap, 
people didn’t necessarily have a limit to how much food they could buy. With this unhealthy mindset, 
modern day American food culture revolves around binge eating and unrealistically huge portions. 
Although the portion size has increased, the diversity in diet has stayed relatively the same, making the 
food the same, but just in bigger sizes. 

PROPOSAL
Waco is a lunchbox that aims to change the way people interact with their food and their diets/habits 
regarding it by physically altering the way they eat food. Inspired heavily by Asian food culture, Waco is 
based on this food presentation culture that acts as a combination of balance and harmony--each 
smaller portion dish adding and enriching the entire experience as a whole. These food cultures 
specifically point to Japanese, Korean, and Chinese traditions that embody smaller portions, increased 
variety in taste and texture, and the concept of food as a source of art instead of as a simple energy 
source. With these smaller, more refined portions, the consumer is constantly invigorated with new 
flavors and new textures. This lunchbox aims to inspire and influence users to change the way their 
diets and the way they view the act of eating food through the variety of ways the lunchbox can be 
customized. 
 
The name Waco is inspired by the division and union of “warm” and “cool”. As such, the Waco box is 
divided between these two aspects as well, creating two separate levels to house the respective food 
types. For the warm section, in order to keep the contained food at a desired high temperature, the 
container is padded with layers as well as having an insulated cap. In addition to the insulation the 
warm section has, the cool section also has a detachable ice pack at the bottom to keep the food nice 
and cold. In both sections, there are dividers in which you can move and adjust the size of to 
accommodate the variety of food. This divider aspect was heavily inspired by Japanese tatami mats, in 
which specific sections of a house is divided by vertical and horizontal lines running throughout. 
Similarly, the exterior of the luncbhox bears thiis aspect as well. Physically and conceptually, this 
lunchbox integrates aspects these foreign concepts inspired from Asian food cultures as well as some 
that Americans are already familiar with. While the lunchbox maintains a very standard lunchbox 
appearance that a lot of Americans are familiar with, the inside of it contains different sections that 
aligns more with Japanese bento boxes. 

                                  Kirsten Do / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School
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Orthorexia Nervosa: Trapped in the mindset of the perfect healthy diet!

CONTEXT		
Orthorexia Nervosa is an unhealthy obsession with healthy eating. This disorder focuses on the quality 
of food verses the quantity of food. The meaning of ‘quality’ of food are judged by the person.  Which 
become more prominent over the years with the influence of social media. Like all eating disorder, ON 
has a focus on restriction and the mentality of following a ‘diet’.  This diet creates an unhealthy 
relationship with food that can also affect the individual’s relationship with those around. Often, like 
many eating disorders, ON starts from a place of needing to change whether through self-dislike of 
body image, body shape, weight or medical conditions. An extreme diet becomes easier to control than 
a balance diet, which often leads to food being deemed good or bad. This mentality of good, bad, 
perfect and imperfect is especially prominent on social media where bloggers and you tubers promote 
their versions of the perfect diet. 

PROPOSAL
		
Orthorexia Nervosa in comparison to other eating disorders are hard to diagnose. It is often self-
diagnosed since sometimes there are no extreme visual symptoms. Therefore the goal is to raise 
awareness to Orthorexia Nervosa simultaneously improving the suffers relationship with food. The goal 
is to target the mindset the individual has with food, which is to accept the imperfection of oneself and 
of the food they consume. I wanted the suffer to slowly transition into intuitive eating where learning to 
listen to the body’s need guides the eating process.  One of the hardest things for people to adjust 
when going into intuitive eating is guilt and persistence. Since intuitive eating has no formula as it 
differs from trial and error, the guilt during the trial phase is hard to deal with. Since social media is very 
much a visual platform, my solutions will be more visual. I wanted to capture those imperfections and 
make them beautiful in a way of acceptance. I want to see what some people saw as imperfect to be 
beautiful as well, to see it in a different light. I decided to cast these imperfect food moments into resin 
and make jewelry, buttons and kitchen magnets out of them. The idea is to use imperfection to create 
art that celebrates instead of condemning food being bad or good.  I used the scraps I cut away from 
food that I deemed ‘imperfect’ such as the end of ginger, cracked eggshell to create these resin pieces. 
What became of them is beautiful in its own way. 

                Ya-pei Chou / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School

Outcome



Blend-In
CONTEXT		
 

Living in cities like Manhattan, it is easy to get caught up with a fast-paced lifestyle that 
makes eating on a regular routine difficult to do. Many are either shoving loads of food into their 
stomach in a short amount of time or not having the time to prepare/buy food, resulting in various health 
problems such as obesity or lack of nutrition. Beyond the issue of health, this society is generating 
unimaginable amounts of trash on a daily. Disposable lunch boxes, cups, bags, regardless of whether it 
is paper or plastic, taking resources for granted is bringing mother nature to and end. Pizza plates, 
coffee cups, cigarette boxes, all these small things add up quickly as humanity consumes on a daily as 
a necessity to survive.

As technology advances everyday, many preprocessed food productions are no longer 
natural and often added with artificial chemicals for coloring and flavoring purposes. It is important to 
keep food natural when it comes to production. As we are what we eat and we eat what we are, it is 
crucial to keep in mind the food’s impact on us and our impact on the environment. If people were more 
aware of their relationship with the environment they would establish a much more sustainable and 
healthy lifestyle. Technology should not control humans in any aspect; technology’s only good use is to 
help us, not to change us or replace us.

How do we incorporate modern technology to create a convenient and healthy relationship 
between people, food, and environment in a fast paced lifestyle? 

PROPOSAL  
Blend In is a menu of shakes inspired by our environment and culture in Manhattan. Each 

drink reflects how our health and environment is effected by the food we eat by applying ingredients 
that are delicious and healthy. The shakes is catered to the fast paced lifestyle in Manhattan and hopes 
bring awareness to all aspects of sustainability by making it relevant in people’s lives. Given the small 
amount of space in Manhattan, many people find it inconvenient to cook. The blending machine is a 
common home good that most people can have access to. As people adapt to a lifestyle of shakes, 
they will form a good habit of carrying their own reusable bottles. By launching the brand Blend In, I 
hope to promote an easy way to incorporate a healthy lifestyle with technology while improving our 
environment by reducing the use of disposable cups. 

The cost and price of the menu is used as a tool to promote a healthier and ecofriendly 
lifestyle. By keeping the ingredients simple and natural, it not only illuminates the possibility of people 
ingesting artificial food but also helps them keep track of the nutrients they’re consuming into their body. 
The Bring Your Own Cup deal promotes people to adapt to become a more responsible human by 
giving a 30% discount on every purchase. As for those who do not, there is a price they pay for to 
support groups that will clean up their disposable cups. The Cyclists’ Shake encourages people to 
commute with their bikes as much as they can with the friendliest price. The Build Your Own option 
allows people to have the most proper amount, flavor, and nutrients catered to themselves.

Our health and well being are often reflected by that of our environment. If we are 
constantly aware of our relationship with our environment, then we will stay blessed because vice 
versa, nature will continue to provide us a security and harmony, there will only be a better future to 
come. I hope the menu goes beyond itself by inspiring people to try their own shakes that allow them 
enjoy the taste and being healthy and the same time. 

                                  Justin Wei / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School

Blend In
The Cyclist’s Shake

Vgang Shake

Hippie Shake      

Build Your Own 

$hake

Concrete Jungle

Espressq

The perfect shake with nutrients catered for cyclists and sports player to quickly regain energy and avoid 
cramps. With the friendliest price, the shake encourages peaople to commute and pull up in bicycles.

Ingredients: Banana, Carrots, Celery, Strawberries, Blueberries. 

A green shake packed with fiber for people who would like to have a healthy diet cleanse.  
Ingredients: Spinach, Pineapple, Banana, Carrots, Celery, Strawberries, Blueberries, lime.

A warm welcoming cup of magic that helps you to relax and slow down to appreciate everything around 
us. Relaxation is a luxury in a city that never sleeps. 

Ingredients: Hot chocolate, Milk, Herbs, Maryjuana infused oil, Almond and nuts.  

Ingredients: Five choices of any ingredient offered by the truck. +.73/Extra 

The drink for sharks of the city to celebrate their encouraging accomplishments of the day.
Ingredients: Peach, Champagne, Cherry, Gold leaf and icecream on top. 

The texture and color reflects the view of the city from tall buildings such as the Empire State.
the drink consists Chinese ingredients to reflect the diversity of culture.  

Ingredients: Black Sesame Paste, rice wine, bubbles, litchi jelly.

A refreshing drink that instantly provides energy and help New Yorkers continue their grind.

Ingredients: Caffine, mint, Pu’er Tea, Desired fruit.

Bring Your Own Cup for 30% off !

$8

$12

$15

$16

$18

$30

$5/Ib



COOKBOOKEXPRESS

space for images

CONTEXT		
How can we transform the consumption of instant food into healthier practice? 
 
As collage student from Korea who is currently living alone, I’ve been consuming excessive amount of 
various instant foods due to its convenience. South Korea is known for their great amount of instant 
noodle consumptions, which surpasses any countries in the world. On average, one South Korean 
consumes about 76 instant noodles per year and it marks about $2 trillion dollar yearly revenue in the 
country. One of the instant foods I always seek for is called “Shin Ramyun”, which is the most popular 
instant ramen brand in Korea and has sold over 28 billion packs since its first appearance in 1986. In 
2015 alone, it resulted sales of 630 million USD around the world, making Nongshim the first monolithic 
brand that reached total sales of $10 trillion dollars in Korean food industry. What I found fascinating is 
that the people tend to ignore the downside of consuming these noodles. I wanted to approach FDP to 
improve the health benefits of instant ramyun since it is near impossible to stop the sales of such a big 
brand.
	

PROPOSAL
The main health concern generated by consumption of instant ramyun is the excessive amount of 
sodium that might result heart diseases. In order to reduce the consumption of sodium in instant 
ramyun, I chose to create a unique cooking instruction that will allow less sodium and more health 
benefits. The following booklet will be inserted inside each ramyun product and will be advising the 
participant to cook a healthier meal from ramyun. The sizing of the booklet is 2.5” X 3”, which is about 
the size of average powder soup container included in the products, so the booklet looks more familiar 
with the regular users of instant ramyun. The instruction booklet requires minimum preparation for 
cooking since it is designed for college students who live by themselves. The cookbook recommends 
the use of rice noodles instead of included fried noodles, however, it also has a strip of tape at the back 
of the booklet for storing the fried noodles safely for future use. The length of cooking duration stays 
same with the regular recipe for instant ramyun, allowing maximum health benefits with limited time. 
The booklet is designed to have various cooking methods with the same idea, generating fun of 
collecting each recipes and applying them to their meals. I stayed with minimalistic design to let it blend 
in with the ingredients inside the package and chose the color similar to fried noodle, which bases the 
package. 

                                   Warrick Do / Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School
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CUREHOMESICK FOOD MACHINE

space for images

CONTEXT

With the development of globalization, a significant amount of people decide to work or to study abroad. 
In the United States, there are about sixtyone million people who come from other countries plus 1.2 
million oversea students. Addiction to homeland food is an outstanding problem existing among these 
people nowadays. A lot of them have the addiction because of their long-playing dietary habits. 
Given myself as a good example, I am an international student who comes from China. I never eat in 
the New School cafeteria because there was no Chinese food at all (I am not sure if they have it now) 
plus it is way too expensive for me. I get used to Chinese food so when I eat local food, especially for 
more than once a day, I will feel really uncomfortable. I do know how hard life is when you stand in the 
school cafeteria and find nothing appealing. I understand how disappointing you can be when you have 
no familiar taste to ‘cure your homesick’. To see how others feel, I interviewed 15 of my friends and 
schoolmates who come from  a variety of nations. Only Kaimin become a fan of local food and give up 
her previous preferences, others still keep the same habit as they were in their homeland. Besides, I 
find something bad that more than half of them will not eat if they don’t find the food they are used to.
Though people may have strong preferences over food, it is very important to eat well in order to stay 
well. 

PROPOSAL

Curehomesick food machine is a huge self-service machine that aims to offer food for people from 
different countries. I would suggest that all school cafeterias should put an machine on campus and 
name it ‘Foreign food corner’, so that international students can cure their homesick by helping out 
themselves with the food in the corner. There are three sections within the machine, they are section A, 
section B and Section C. Each section offers different kinds of food.

Section A: hot and fresh food,  i.e. Rice and noodles (the food in this section will be kept under heat 
preservation).

 Section B: Drinks, Dessert, Sandwiches and Fruit (in this section the machine will function as a 
refrigerator).

Section C: Snacks 

If you are worried about the price of these food, please don’t! As the food is offered by the international 
students within the school. The hot and fresh food are handmade, whereas the snacks are supplied by 
the oversea students who just come back from homeland. It should be much cheaper than the food 
offered in the NS cafeteria.

                                              ChenHong Hu /  Food Design 2017, Prof. Pedro Reissig / The New School
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PLAY WITH YOUR FOOD

CONTEXT

 

CONCEPT
 

CULTIVATION

MEG CZAJA | 2014| MID

“Decades of research has shown that play is crucial to physical, intellectual, and social-emotional
development at all ages. This is especially true of the purest form of play: the unstructured, self-
motivated, imaginative, independent kind.” - David Elkind, Ph.D. 

As children we are encouraged to play.  Play can facilitate relationships among strangers, encourage 
healing, blow off steam and  foster creativity.  Yet, as adults, we must be given be permission to play
in spite of years of proven research stating that it is just as important to adult development. The goal 
of this project seeks to reincorporate play into adulthood through eating in order to create more 
connected and joyful experiences. 

There are three paths that I am interested in exploring. 

Potential solutions could range the restructuring of food for adults to enable a more connected food 
experience (i.e. making food smaller, bite sized, finger-food, etc.). Though this does already exist in 
some forms, there is a merit to exploring what makes one type of food more playful than another.  
The second is the exploration of a meal itself (i.e. a new type of meal where free play is encouraged). 
The third is products that can facilitate a playful food environment (i.e. dishes and bowls that allow 
us to be more connected to the food we’re eating). Each of these requires research and prototyping. 

As children, we learn by playing. 

As adults we attempt to introduce play into food by making it smaller. 

As children, we are very connected to the food that we eat in a playful way. From breast-feeding to 
bite-sized Cheerios, we are engaged by this food and therefore connected to it. Even though we are 
told to not play with our food, we are tricked by airplanes to eat our vegetables and our chicken is 
shaped into dinosaur nuggets. By the time we reach adulthood we must eat within a strict set of 
guidelines that tend to result in rigid, perfunctory meals. Finger food and shared eating experiences 
are more playful than a sit down dinner, but they are still used with certain expectations in mind. It is 
my belief that we are disconnected from the food that we eat, and that this disconnect could be 
minimized through play. 



D E L I C I O U S   C O N S T R U C T I O N 
 

CONTEXT

Granola Bar has been playing an important role in my life. Mainly composed of oats, nuts, honey and rice, 
this well compressed baked treat is consumed as an on the go breakfast or as a nutritious snack. Howev-
HU��,�KDYH�HQFRXQWHUHG�D�SUREOHP�ZLWK�WKLV�EHFDXVH�LW�LV�RIWHQ�QHYHU�ÀQLVKHG�LQ�RQH�VLWWLQJ��,�HDW�WKLV��DW�P\�
work or in class and the work that I do requires me to put the rest of the portion in the bag which leaves 
a mess. It just becomes unappetizing to take it out later and notice that the crumbs are everywhere and 
lints are stuck to the granola bar. 5IFSFGPSF�*�XBOU�UP�GPDVT�JO�mOEJOH�B�TPMVUJPO�UP�IBWF�UIF�DPOTVNQUJPO�
PG�HSBOPMB�CBS�UP�CF�TJNQMZ�NFTT�GSFF�BOE�QMFBTBOU�UP�BDDPNNPEBUF�UIF�GPMMPXJOH�QSPCMFNT��

CONCEPT

 In order to have a mess-free, crumbless granola experience, I believe the key factors to con-
sider are packaging and the design of the granola BAR. By exploring various ways to have the 
package resealable through reconstruction of the wrapping etc., when left in the bag, the grano-
la would not leave a mess in the bag. The shape of the granola bar must also be re-designed. 
With certain edges and thickneses of the bar, the amount of granola it breaks off and wastes out 
onto the air differs. Re-designing the bar into a different form would be another approach for this 
project. 

CULTIVATION

7KH�ÀUVW�DSSURDFK�WR�WKH�VROXWLRQ�ZDV�WR�XQGHUVWDQG�WKH�FRQWHQW�,�ZDV�GHDOLQJ�ZLWK��,�WKRXJKW�WKDW�LW�ZDV�
best to start by having knowledge on different types of granola bars; the sticky granola with a lot of corn 
V\UXS�YV��KDUG�DQG�FUXQFK\�JUDQROD�EDUV���H[DPSOH��1DWXUH�9DOOH\·V�RDWV�DQG�KRQH\�YV��&DUDPHO�URDVWHG�
mixed nuts). I believe that studying the nature of each type would help me understand the act of biting 
into and chewing action it takes to consume the granola and its inconvenience that follows. According to 
its results I would then start the testing by creating different shapes and packaging of granola bars.

Rachel So Young Yun | 3rd | BA Industrial Design



MUST EAT CRUST

CONTEXT
My relationship with pizza has constantly evolved throughout my life. In high school I worked 
at a pizzaria where i learned to knead and throw dough. When I became a New Yorker the food 
became a weekly staple. Because of this emotional relationship it is frustrating to see parts of the 
pizza being discarded as waste. Pizza crust accounts for most of this food waste. Is there a way to 
repaint ‘crust’ in the consumer’s mind as a delicious part of the pizza?

CONCEPT
Crust Innovation. The crust’s main function in the act of eating a pizza is to serve as a grip to hold 
the slice. There must be ways in which the function of a grip is still intact but eating experience 
of the crust can be improved. Though there are existing products on the market that change the 
pizza crust, their reception is limited to the those who order from pizza restaurant corporations- 
like Pizza Hut. Is there a solution for the New York ‘Dollar Slice’ pizzarias? Perhaps the solution is 
a fusion of two existing food products.

CULTIVATION
The next step would be to try my hand at creating new crust products. Once an innovative and 
tasty solution for pizza crust has been created, I will experiment with ways in which the produc-
tion of said crust could be made easier and faster.

ANDREW AN | SENIOR | INDUSTRIAL DESIGN



PERIPHERY TO PROMINENCE

CONTEXT
In the U.S., there is a staggering gap between the actual and recommended consumption levels 
of fresh produce. This dietary reality is a proven contributor to the escalating rates of disease and 
chronic illness. To close the gap and enhance overall healthfulness, per capita vegetable consump-
tion would need to increase by 96%. The most cited barrier to eating more fresh produce is cost: 
the cost to purchase, store, and consume before spoilage occurs. This perceptual high cost is a di-
rect result of our consumption cycle: 95% of Americans buy their produce on a weekly basis from 
a grocery store, bring it home, and immediately hide it away in their refrigerator drawer where it 
is quickly forgotten and left to rot. (sources: FDA, USDA, Oxford.) 

CONCEPT
Move vegitables out of the periphery (the produce drawer) and into a posistion of prominance. 
Our brains “taste” through all five senses, and eyesight is an important trigger: what is present-
ed as beautiful, fresh, and colorful is more appetizing than what is shrouded and wilted. What 
is in-sight is in-mind. By altering where and how we exhibit our vegitables, we can increase our 
consumption purely as a result of having them play a more dominant visual role in our homes. 
Furthermore, this new display can and should address the absorbtion of ethanol (the aging agent 
of produce) that is currently ignored by most refrigeration systems. In combination, the concept 
will encourage a more conscious consumption cycle whilst extending the lifespan of what we buy. 

CULTIVATION
To bring this project closer to frution, the foundational hypothesis must be further assessd via 
primary and secondary research. Mainly: origin of the need (consumption barriers), point of 
need (at home versus systematic shifts in delivery or production), existings constraints (time, 
money, access), and design solutions (form, functionality, etc.). Initial ideation lead to potential 
solutions that mimic the way in which vegitables grow in their natural environment: fully or par-
tially submerged in a life-sustaining medium.

DAWN GAUGHRAN| FIRST YEAR| GRADUATE INUDSTRIAL DESIGN



WHAT SHOULD YOUR COFFEE MAKER DO 
FOR YOU? RETHINKING THE CRITERIA FOR 
THE IDEAL MACHINE CONTEXT

Coffee is The World’s Most Popular Drink. Having been a part-time barista for years and overall 
coffee addict, I have seen the world of coffee fanaticism. So much effort and money is put into 
fine-tuning the abilities of a coffee maker, from temperature controls, to consistency, steam  
pressure, etc. I wondered why the criteria of a coffee machine is so micro-focused on just the 
taste? I understand that the taste carries a dignity, and I admit myself, I can no longer stomach 
a 75 cent bodega coffee. But, I wonder about all the other aspects of making coffee; particularly 
how to deal with waste, and why it’s not taken into consideration during the design process? And 
I’m not necessarily talking about waste reduction in just a “do-gooder” sense. I mean I think 
there’s an opportunity here... 

CONCEPT
The potential of the bean doesn’t end after the first brew. I believe that if the conservation, and 
conversion of waste is taken into consideration during the design process, it no longer becomes 
about dealing with waste, it becomes about producing a machine that effectively utilizes a  
material’s full potential to make not just one product, but multiple. We know that used grinds can 
be used for many different purposes; everything from skincare products to fertilizer to simply 
making a second, weaker brew. But right now, to save and re-use these grinds is not worth the 
cost. But if we were to integrate that aspect into the machine’s design, in other words, if the  
machine did it for you, it’d be a piece of cake and a profitable piece of cake too. 

CULTIVATION
So What’s next? Well I think the next step is to design. Let’s figure out what needs to be done 
technically to facilitate the reuse of the grinds. Aspects that need to be considered are things like, 
storage, cultivation, preservation, and distribution. The main goal here, is to facilitate the resuse, 
or rather the full use of the coffee bean in a way that’s more appealing and more profitable then 
the existing model. 

A A R AT I  A K K A P E D D I  | 2 0 1 4  | B I D
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PREPACKAGED GUILT

CONTEXT
Citizens of the urban jungle demonstrate a strong affinity for single serving, pre-packaged food. 
This food is usually portable for on the go consumption. These conveniently prepackaged and 
preportioned snacks seduce ubranites from all walks of life, but their consumption comes with 
a price. Single serving prepackaged foods not only use more energy to produce, but create waste 
after every use. How can a single serving snack be redesigned with all the convenience, but none 
of the environmental guilt?

CONCEPT
Before the industrial revolution, humans used every part of an animal they killed from a hunt 
or of their own livestock. Modern consumption, instead trends towards the disposal of a large 
portion of food products and biproducts. Why not take inspiration from all of Nature’s clever 
designs? Bananas, oranges, avocados, corn, and a long list of other fruits and vegetables come 
efficiently packaged in easily reusable, recyclable materials. 
Banana peels make for excellent serving dishes for fresh made treats, but can also be recycled 
into banana paper. Corn husks can serve, without additional processing, as packaging for food     
products. How far can design go to reduce waste?

CULTIVATION
To further explore how to reduce the waste created by single serving food items, research and de-
velopment is key. Developing a cookbook utilizing self contained fruits and vegetables may prove 
a promising strategy. Furthemore, studying ways to repurpose fruit and vegetable peels and shells 
into packaging will provide more design oppurtunities.

RAY FONTAINE | 2014 | MASTERS OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN



MEALS AND EATING
CONTEXT
Meals can provide us with meaningful moments and interaction with people and food. While  
eating is an essential and important part of a meal, for many of us, eating is part of other daily 
experiences, it is one more thing that we multitask on - another thing that we have to do. Having 
a meal and just eating are different experiences. In this short project, I’m interested in trying to 
understand what a meal is, the difference between having a meal and eating and how meals can 
change our experience with food and the experience of eating. Moreover, I’m interested in how to 
create, design or arrange the placement where an event of a meal can take place or be initiated.

CONCEPT
How can we describe a meal? And what are the basic components of a meal?  A meal is an event 
and a ritual in which food and eating are central components. Like an event, a meal takes place at 
a designated location and within a specific time frame (there’s a start and an end). The food in a 
meal needs to be edible and go through some sort of intervention or manipulation such as cut-
ting, slicing, putting–together, cooking, baking, portioning, serving, mixing, arranging etc. Just as 
important as the food, so are the people who participate in the meal, any meal will need to have 
one or more participants. Last, just as important as all the above, a meal has to have a strong vi-
sual component, (preferably a pleasing one) to signal that it is a meal, to indicate the type of meal 
and to get our interest and emotional response.

CULTIVATION
How can we transform food interaction and eating into to an event and a ritual – into a meal? I’m 
interested in small and very local interventions to the placement and the location of food and eat-
ing, and how these small adjustments can assist us getting closer to having a meal rather than just 
eating. Thinking about objects and tools used for religious rituals was a useful way to isolate pos-
sible interventions. One of these objects is the individual prayer mat used by Muslims. The mat is 
used to separate the worshiper from the ground as well as creating a separate zone and context. 
Similarly, in food placement the use of a cloth or other soft material to separate the food from the 
surface it is on can be a useful tool and  have a surprising visual effect. Another idea is a tray or a 
surface with a particular landscape that can help guide the layout of the food and eating process. 
The exact object or arrangement is not yet concrete, and I’m still very much in a sketching mode, 
but for now this is the direction I’m interested in.

MICHAL LEVINSON | 2014 | MID

Top left: Adi Nes, Jacob & Esau(2006), next to it Charlie Chaplin, The Gold Rush (1925)



PRATT COMPOST INITIATIVE

CONTEXT
The Pratt Compost Initiative is a project with the goal of starting a compost effort on the Pratt 
Institute campus. The idea for this project first developed while composting the surplus  
organic material from meals made at my apartment. However, now as a grad student attending 
Pratt, I spend most of my wake and ‘shouldn’t be awake’ hours at the institution. And  
consequently, most of my meals are consumed at Pratt. The Pratt Compost Initiative is a  
project that would directly impact the institution, and has the potential to impact the  
surrounding community.   

CONCEPT
Composting is the natural process of decomposition and recycling of organic material into a  
humus rich soil. More than 72% of all materials entering landfills can be diverted through  
composting. But besides the viable economic and enviromental benefits, why should Pratt care 
to compost? Pratt has a reputation of being a leader of innovation, community involvement, 
and sustainability. The Pratt Compost Initiative could be a tremendous design opportunity for 
students and encourage the institution as an experimental and research ground for  
progressive design projects. As Industrial Design students, why is it that we know so much 
about the supply chain and so little about the removal chain? 

CULTIVATION
The first step to designing any type of composting system is to identify the waste stream. Pratt 
produces two possible sources for production of organic material: cafeteria/food production 
and landscape waste. It is important to fully understand the waste stream, and diversting these 
wastes could possibly free up funding for a compost system. A viable first step for Pratt could 
be to design an efficient way to collect the surplus organic material and have the city of NYC 
pick it up via the NYC Compost Project. New York City is making great efforts with it’s own 
composting initiative project, including adding $1.7 million in fiscal 2014 for an organic waste 
program piloted in 68 schools. However, the ultimate goal would be to compost on campus.  

HANNAH TRIMBLE | YEAR 1 | MASTERS OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN



EATING COLORFULLY

 

 

 

PACHARA KANGCHIRDSRI | 2nd YEAR | GRAD INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

CONTEXT

In modern day, instant food and long-processed food have become prevalent and we have  
gradually embraced this practice over time. We tend to choose foods depending on our favorite 
types of food, how convenient to get them and how cheap they are, regardless on nutrition we 
will get. As we all know that, every day, we should have basic nutrition such as protein, fat and 
vitamins and we are trying to do so. However the variety of food we have each day can be low.

CONCEPT

“Eating variety eating colorfully” as color plays such an importance role in determining nutrition 
in food; therefore using color as a basic concept to create variety eating habit seems to be more 
reasonable. Not only can we use color to make food more attractive, but we can also apply color 
in everything around food to help us decide and remind us to have a wide number of food 
variation. 

CULTIVATION

The main design concept can be divided into three platforms: accessibility, consuming and 
consistency. First, accessibility means for visually provide and differentiate food in regard to 
colors. Second, design to encourage people to aware of eating colorfully. For example, a cook 
book that explains and helps consumer to use different-color ingredients to cook, or designed 
plate that show the appropriate food color portion for a meal. Finally, in order to be healthy, we 
have to create simple systems to keep track on our eating behavior. It can be things that we use 
everyday like organizer book. By adding different color stripe on one edge and keeping tearing 
out colors that we have each day. Eventually we will have the record that will assist us to improve 
our eating behavior.



Smart Food Management Solution for Home(Rethinking refrigerator) 

CONTEXT
How many times a week, a month, and a year, you throw out cooked/uncooked foods from refriger-
ator to trash cans? Food waste is unavoidable by-product from human and animals’ daily meal. Life 
cycle of foods begins with production from the nature and at the end of chain it is disposed back to 
the nature as food waste. As human population rapidly increases and food supply problem becomes 
more serious, food waste would be one of key solutions to this global environment issue. I would like 
to suggest more intelligent food storage space and further devloped as the smart food management 
solution for home that would bring changes to everyday  behavior and habits of individuals and 
eventually reduce food waste. 

CONCEPT
I would like to suggest to rethink current refrigerator. It is a modern appliance that is mostly limited 
to storage function cooling and freezing foods. Key design concept will provide answers by improving 
spacial design and functions to go beyond a simple storage function to better manage life cycle of 
foods. Priority is to improve awareness of consumers and change their daily behavior. Ultimate goal 
for this concept is to offer improved appliances to consumers  already with refrigerators in developed 
countries and further set habits/behavior of consumers using the appliance first time especially in 
developing or under-developed countries. Thus, rethinking refrigerator not only limited to functional 
or design improvement but also consider global scale issues as some organizations such as  United 
Nations Environmental Programme(UNEP) already is aware of food waste by income distribution.  

CULTIVATION
Food management solution at home will define categorize food by process (uncooked or cooked) and 
stage of changes (fresh, decaying, rotten) with spacial arrangement and system to notify time line. 
In  order to achieve this concept, the improved solution system will not only leverage cutting-edge 
technology such as cooling, sensor etc. but also inspired by food storage methodology and containers 
from traditions around the world. 

Seungmin (Ellen) Oh | 1st yr | MID
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How does the way we eat affect the way we socialize?

INSERT THUMBNAIL IMAGES OF LUNCH EXPERIENCE

We wanted to create a three different eating styles based on real daily practices and see how each  
facilitated conversation. We created one group based on the “on-the-go” eater, and had them eat easy 
to hold slices of pizza and gave them only five minutes to finish. The second group was based a little 
bit on Asian family style eating as we had everyone eat from the same dish and sit in a circle. And the 
last group had two references, one being that everyone in that group had a dietary restriction and thus 
felt isolated, and the second being that they all sat in a line formation as you would at maybe a bar. 
The first group resulted in a lot of standing and not a lot of socializing. The second probably result-
ed in the most socializing as everyone was facing each other and the idea of sharing really created a 
comfortable social atmosphere. The third group felt isolated no doubt, but also facilitated some  

conversation but only between those sitting next to each other.

Aarati Akkapeddi, Rita Wu, Caleb Ferris, Pachara Kangchirdsri, 
and   Ellen 



THE SCHOOL CAFETERIA EXPERIENCE

Eating a meal at a school’s cafeteria is a general experience. For most of us, whether due to the quality of the food, the space, 
the lighting, memories and feelings of isolation or a combination of all the above, it is not a particularly good experience. 
We wanted to see what adjustments can be made to change that experience at the Pratt’s school cafeteria, which looks and 
feels like a fairly typical school cafeteria. We put a few tables together, set the table, selected food from the options that were 
available at the cafeteria and served it family-style. The new arrangement meant that we were all sitting together, facing 
each other, sharing food and having a meal together. The food became secondary to the social occasion that took place at the 
cafeteria. Either due to the novelty of the experience in those settings or due the interaction that the meal allowed us to have 
outside the classroom we believe that we were able to make some interesting adjustments to school cafeteria experience that 
day.

Andy An, Erika Ramos, Meg Czaja, Michal Levinson & Rachel Fontaine 



WHAT IS FOOD? 

At face value it is easy to define food as “stuff you eat.” However, when examined more closely, 
the concept of “food” becomes imbued with personal relevance. It is a question highly dependent 
on beliefs, context, culture, emotion, physicality, ritual, senses, etc. The intent of this lunch was to 
spark discussion amongst the group about the very nature of “food.” The stimulus was twofold:  
self-supplied “food” along with a blank index card to capture their definition. The result was a rig-
erous debate about the roll of food in our lives: entertainment, energy, enjoyment, pain, sustiance, 
story, symbol, etc. Additionally, it provided a visual analysis of the choices we make and why what 

is “food” to one is not “food” to another. 

DAWN GAUGHRAN, HANNAH TREM, INHAEE LEE, ISSA JOHN, RACHEL SOYOUNGYUN
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